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National Electrical Safety Code
Interpretations
1943 • 1958 inclusive
IR 11 through IR 91

Section 9, No Rule
Interpretation No. 2S

203
Insertion of choke coil in
ground lead. Date of
request is April 24, 1946.

Question - It will be appreciated if you can ~et an informal opinion for the Committee of Interpretation on whether
the installation of choke coils in the r.rounds from neutral
wire would be considered as interferi'1g with the effectiveness
of the ground. As you know, this proposal is bein~ made for
carrier communication on certain power systems.
lLn~wer - It is the informal opinion of the Advisory
Committee that the insertion of choke coils with an impedance of
two to four ohms in each of the grounrting leads on a power
supply line would not appreciably incrense the hazards to life
provided that such coils are provided with p,aps to bypnss
lightning or other steep-front transient surges, and the
installation of experimental equipment should not be barred.

The code, when written, did not consider or anticipate
such equipment, and if it is found to be practica~le and is
to be used extensively, it is recommended that ~he whole
subject be carefully considered and appropriate rules prep3red.

Definition 45 ttLines"
95D
Interpretation No. 70

See 238, IR 64
204

95D

Are gal vanized steel
group rods regarded as
approved equi valen t 0 f
rods 0 f non fe rrous materials? Date of request
is March 2. 1954.

~stio~ - Will you kindly give us the opinion of your
committee as to whether or not ga1vanized steel ground rods may
be regarded as the approved equivalent of rods of nonferrous
materials.

Answer - The question as to "Whether or not galvanized
ground rods may be re~arded as the approved equivalent of rons
of non-ferrous m~terials" is one relating to possible
modification of existing requirements rather than to their
interpretation since Section 9S-D specifically requires that
"Electrodes of rods of steel or iron shall be at least 3/4 in.
minimum cross-sectional dimension" while rods of non-ferrous
material not less than 1/2 in. diameter are permitted. The
3/4 in. dimension quite evidently is intended to be the
diameter of a round rod, and since the Interpretations
Committee has no authority to change exjstin~ Code requircm0nts
any opinion as to the suitability of siR in. diameter galvanized rods appears to be outside of this committee's jurisdiction.

96A and B
Interpret~tion
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No. 5S

96A and B

Ground resistance; a) limit, b)
measurement requirement. Date of
request is January 31, 1951.

Question - It is requested that an interpretation ~e m~de
of the National Electrical Safety Code requirements concernlng
ground resistance and ~round resistance testing. The questions
on which clarification is desired pertain to Code Rules 96A and
96B. Statements of two specific questions are e iven below.
Each question is preceded by a discussion ·of matters relatin~
to the question.
1.

Rule 96A "Ground Resist:\nce - J,imitR"

Question. If more than one approved electrode is used in
making a ground connection does the 25 ohm maximum resistance
requirement for "resistance of grounding; wire and connection
with the ground" apply?
2.

Rule 96B - "Ground Hesistance - Checking"

Question. Is it the intent of Code Rule 96B to exclude ground
connections on multi-e;rounded neutral lines from those which
should be tested for resistance?
In this question multi-grounded neutral lines are
distribution lines having in each mile at least four connections
between the neutral conductor a~d the earth. The connection
to earth at each location is made with one artificial ground
electrode meeting code requirements of Rule q5D.

Rule 96A: The phrase "this requirement shall be
waived" applies to the 25 ohm provision and, therefore,
no specific ground resistance value need be met if two
or more electrodes are used in cases where the measured
resistance of a single electrode ground exceeds 25 ohms.
Rule 96B: In regard to the interpretation. the Code
seems to be reasonably Iconsistent in differentiating
between multiple grounds or grounding and multiple
electrodes. although the quoted portion of Code Rule 97A
in the Discussion may be somewhat ambiguous.It appears
evident that two or more electrodes whether connected to
a given point in the circuit by a single conductor or by
two or more conductors constitute only a single ground
connection and that the term "mul tiple grounding" is
intended to mean two or more separate ground connections.
each at tached to a di fferent point in the circui t. On this
basis. the last sentence of Rule 96B clearly requires no
resistance measurement where mul tiple grounding is used.

97
Interpretation No. 88

Question --
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97

Can grounding cOlhluctor of primary spark
g3p be solidly interconnected with the
sccoqlbry neutral on an othendse unground
ed system.
Date of request is July
1957

This is a re1uest for an inte~Y'etation of ~e 97 of the Irational
Safety Code re~rdir~ interconnect~on of liGhtning
arres~er Grounds and seccndary neutrals on un~Y'ounded systems.

Elec~Y'ical

In the case of an ungro~~ded transfo~er installaticn, R~e 97
re~~~~s a sepaY'ate g~8~ii~~ co~d~ctor fran t~e L:6htni~g
arres~er and permits interconnection with the secondary neutral
only ~hrough a s~ark gap. ~Je consider this ~ethod of interconnectio~ to be hazardous to the lineman because it results in two
separ~te gro~ded conduc~ors in close proxi~ty which could under
ce~ain conditions have a substantial potential difference between
them.
:he re~uire~ent for a separate grounding cond~ctor for primary
ligntning arresters on ungrounded systems apparently originated
because of the tendency of certain lightning arresters to pass
leakage current and develo? dangerous voltaGes on the arrester
gro~ding conductor.
Recognizing that this possibility still
exists, but not wishing to use the nethod of interconnec~ion
through a spark gap, it has been suggested that the lightning
arresters be removed and replaced Yith prL~a~J spark gaps for
lightning protection and then interconnect solidly the spark gap
grounding conductor with the secondary ne~tral. tEA bor~'o'Wers have
used pricary spark gaps extensively for many years for protection
of snaIl transforoers and have found them to be very ru~;ed and
free from any tendency to pass leakage currents. Therefore, we
would consider it safe to nake this solid interconnection under
the conditions outlined above.
~nder Section 1, Definitions of Special Ter.crs, a li;htning
arrest.er is defined as "a n.evl.ce which has the property of reducing
the voltage of a surge applie~ to its tel~nals, is capable of
lnterr~pting follow cur~ent cf present, and restores itself to
origir..al operating conditions.
Since a spark gap does not meet
this definition, and since ?tile 97Al specifically mentions lightning
arresters, on the basis of the Code wordinJ it appears that the
r~es do not prohibit solidly interconnecting a pr~ary spark gap
grounding conductor a~d. a seconda:::-J neut:.:al.
II

However, in view of the i.I:l?orts.."lce of this question, we request an
interp~etation of the rules ·~th respect to whether the grounding
cond~ctor of a prioary spark gap can be solidly interconnected
vi th the secondar'J neutral on an otherwise un~rounded system.

97
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Answer
It should be noted that Rule 97C is listed as an
exception to Rule Q7A. Rule 97C permits a solid interconnection b~tWf:(:' lightning arrester ground wires and
secondary neuLrals under any of the conditions prescribed
in 97Cl(a), (b), or (c), and requires the use of a spark
gap only when these conditions are not met. The intent of
the pres ent rules wCJuld apply equally to pr imary s park gaps.

97

114 Table 2, C
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97A See 96A and B, IR 55
102
110
114 Table 2, C
Inte- roretation No. 86

114 Table 2, C

;.) ){cqui remcn t s for a fence to prevent unnuthorize<.! C'ntr}'
1') \\11:lt is pr:lcticJu}C' limit for reduction
of hazards. Docs rule apply to employee
or pub} ic?
c) ls exterior of porcelain arrester a live
p:lrt?

d) Clearance to ground in substation;

measured from earth or concrete supporting base for arresters?
c) Clearance to live parts adjacent to
fence separating station area from
pUblic.
f) Docs locked fence constitute guarding
by isolation.
Date of request is May 1, 1957
Question --

Several requests for interpretations of certain rules
of the Kational Electrical Safety Code are contained in the
following paragraphs.
In compliance with the instructions in
the Preface of the 5th Edition of this Code, these requests
are submitted to the Bureau of Standards.
These points are at issue in a public liability suit
against
Public Service Company which is to be tried
~n June 10, 1957.
An interpretation prior to that date would be
appreciated, if at all possible.
So. 1.
A.

Rule

lO~.

General Requirements.

Enclosure of Rooms and Spaces.
Rooms and spaces shall be so ~rranged with fences,
screens, partitions, or walls as to prevent entrance
of unauthorized persons or interference by them with
equipment inside, and entrances not under observation
of an authorized attendant shall be kept locked.
Signs prohibiting entrance to unauthorized persons
shall be displayed at entrances.

Interpretation
that
into
this
No •

.,

desired:
What are the requirements of a fence
will prevent entrance by unauthorized persons
an unattended substation within the meaning of
paragraph.

Section II.
Rule 110.

Protective Arrangements of Equipment.
General Requirements.

All electric supply equipment shall be of sucn construction and so installed and maintained as to
reduce the life hazards as far as practicable.

114 Table 2, C

114 Table 2, C
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Interpretation desired: What constitutes the practicable
reduction of life hazards within the meaning of this
rule? Does this rule apply only to employees or to
the general public?
No.3.

A.

Rule 114.

Guarding Livf:

f'aJ.~t ~,

Where Required.

1.

Gua.rds shall be provided for all parts exceeding
300 volts to ground unless the boundary of the guard
zone alound the part has a vf.rtical clearance ~i
more than 7 feet 6 ~n~hes for voltages up to 7,500,
and 8 feet 6 inches for voltages 6f m~re th~fi 7,500,
abo'" e any permanent supporting surface for workmen,
or a horizontal clearance of more than 3 f~et froD
the hearest edge of. any such surface, or b.Jth. rhis
includes parts exposed through windows, wall . .J~enings,
etc.
Rxceptions: Guards need not be provided where it is necessary
to permit routine inspection of rotating equipnent
as required under operating conditions.
Nc~e:

the rule applies to the electric parts energi=ed or
considered available for service in temporary or
partially completed installations, as well as to
permanent installations.

Definitions: The guard zone means the space of minimum clearance from guards to electric parts where guards may
be installed by workmen without definite engineering
design.
The radius of this :one varies with the
voltage as specified in Column 4 of Table 2, See
Rule 422 C of the Code, for working clearances about
live parts.
"Perm~nent supporting surface for workmen" includes
floors, platforms, or structures used regularly by
workmen for inspection and maintenance near live
adjacent parts; runways, ladJers, stairways, etc.

1nterpretation desired: 1. Is the entire porc~lain portion
of a lightning arrester considered a "live part" in
the measurement of distance in the Rule and in
Table 2.

114 Table 2, C

114 Table 2, C
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2.
In a substation with an unpaved surface, is the
vertical distance in this rule measured from the
earth surface or from the top of the concrete base
on which lightning arrester supporting structures
are mounted?
No. 4.
Voltages
Between
Phases

33,000

Table 2.

Minimum Clearances from Live Parts.

Minimum
Vertical
Clearance to
Live Parts.
Inches
Feet
9

6

Minimum
Horizontal
Clearance to
Live Part s.
Feet
Inches
4

0

Minimum
Clearance
From Guards to
Live Parts.
Inches

12

Interpretation desired:
Are these clearances applicable within
the fenced area of a substation?
Can Column 3 of
Table 2 be construed as the clearance between live
parts and the top of a fence "as far as the general
public is concerned?
(See attached Print.)
No.5.
1.

Rule 114 C.

Types of Guards.

Location or Isolation.
Parts having clearances equal to or greater than
specified in A above are guarded by location.
Parts
are guarded by isolation when all entrances to enclosed spaces, runways, ladders, etc., are kept
locked or warning signs posted at all entrances, in
which case no other permanent guards need be supplied.

Interpretation desired:
Does locked fence as indicated on
attached print constitute guarding by isolation?

114 Table 2, C
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114 Table 2, C

Answer -Question 1 - Rule 102-A. The fence shown on
sketch 41957, which accompanied the interpretation
request, meets the requirements of rule 102-A , provided unattended entrances are locked and posted as
specified in this rule. Any fence constitutes an
inferred moral restraint: in addition to being a
definite phys ical obstacle. The fence in question
presents a rather formidable phys ical obstac~e; and
one which obviously conveys the unwritten message
that acces s gained by climb ing it is against intent
and desires of the owner.
Question 2 - Rule 110. A general answer to the
first part of this general question is that there
should be no life hazards when equipment performs as
'intended and when prescribed operating rules and
procedures are be ing followed. The practicable reduction of life hazards to guard against abnormal equipment performance and violations of operating rules
and procedures would have to be determined for each
individual case. This rule applies to employees and
to the gene ral public.
Question 3 - Rule 114. The point of measurement
of distance is from the actual "live p~rt" rather than
from some part of the porcelain bod~r of the arrester.
The vertical clearance should be measured from the top
of the concrete base if it extends t:'~ut from the structure
to permit a person to stand upon~ it. Otherwise, the
measurement should be made f':om the earth surface.
Question 4 - Rule 114 - Table 2. The answer to
the firs t part of this question should be "yes." The
answer to the second part of the question should be
"The values in column 3 of Table 2 should not be construed as the clearance required between live parts and
the top of a fence as far as the general public is
concerned because the fence as shown on sketch -l1957
is the guard for the publ ic. "
Question 5 - Rule 114. A locked fence as shown
on sketch 41957 constitutes gnarding by isolation, so
far as the gene ral ptthl ic is r:oncerned.

213A2

213A2

212

Interpretation

~o.

90

Systematic inspection - time interval
between inspections
nate of reoueRt is October 24. 1958

Question --

?~a?a?~'l

::2-3.A. 2. of tbe ::ational

~lectrica.l Se.fetj" Cede

a:-_1 eq~ipxent .:;::all be systcz:t3.tically inspected
frc::1 ti.-::e to ti::.~ ty the ~ersen re3!lc:-~;;)ible for tr.e
in.3~ll1.3.tior:."

"Lin~s

5id2:"~d

,

8i"re us a."1 inte~retation en "'~at would 1:e ccna reaso:1ab2.e ti::e i~terval bet~leen such inspecti..:i:1s.
?l~as~

Answer -1. The inspection should be made by the person or company
respons ible for the operation and safety of the lines or equipment
who should be in a better position than anyone else, to determine
how thoroughly and how frequently the lines or equipment in question
should be inspected.
2. Some lines and equipment in some locations might require
dily inspections while other lines and equipment in other locations
might need anI y annual or even les s frequent ins pections. This is
why this rule could not be made specific. For example, if we are
concerned only with decay and weakening of pole timber, experience
shows that some treated poles have lasted 35 or 40 years. Some
have shown signs of decay in less than 10 years. Also, there is
definite evidence that decay is influenced by the amount of
rainfall and hence moisture in the soil. This, of course, varies
from one part of the country to another. Other factors such as
woodpecker damage and lightning damage vary cons iderably from one
area to another. Salt spray or industrial atmospheres may
contaminate insulators or causeaccelerated corrosion of guys.
hardware, etc. Again these factors vary from one area to another.
In short. inspection procedures and intervals must be tailored
to fit the local situation. \\rhat is reasonable and necessary
in one area may be unsound or unduly burdensome in another area.
3. If there should be a question as to what is "systematically
inspected from time to time", decision should rest with the
administrative authority having jurisdiction.

220B3

220B3
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Interpretation No. 18 - For special construction supply
circuits is 550 the maximum allowable
vol tage or the nominal? Date of request
is Decembe r 18, 1944.
Question - This refers to Rule 220-E-3 in National Bureau
of St.:lndar-ds Handhook H-32, which states as follows~ "Special
Construction for Supply Circuits, the Voltage of which is 550
Volts or Less and Carrying Power not in Excess of 3200 \'Jatts:t.
This rule applies fer supply wires carried on the same pote
line with comm~nication conductors. The valu3 of S50 volts
given in the above rule does not appear to 1"'e in accordance
with N.E . M.A. transformer stanciards unless the value of 5S0
volts is considered as a nomi~al vaiue. For examp~e, N~E~M~A.
gen€l'''atinp: station transforme:o standard are) nomina: system
volta~e 550, p'enerato~ rated volta~e 600: rated voltage 57 5;
and N.E . H .. A. d.Lstributio!'! transforlner standaros are, system
voltage 550, rated high voltage 600 volt3)
l

A typical power suprly arrangement for a railway signaling
system using standard transformers might be as follOWS:
Commercial power might he obtained at 115 or 120 volts which
would he stepped up to liLe volta~e usin~ a 1 to 5 ratio transformer. ThIS \-lOuld give 575 or 600 vol't~ at 'Che puver supply
point. Under maximum load conditior.s a mc;ximum line volta~e
drop of 201 wo~~d he allcwed. With 600 volts at the power
supply point and a drop of 201, the voltage at the end of the
line would be 4PO volts. The averafe of 600 volts and 480 volts
is 540 volts, or the nomInal voltave of the line, which 15 less
than the 550 volt value fiven in the Code. The di5tribution
trarJsformc!'s h5ual~y usco on su,:h lines have rAO taps and ~he
manu.fact~~~r'.J (atalo~ 'l4suallr rat:~ each transformer primary
500, 575;- bOO volt3 seccr.dar) llO, 115, 120 volts, with the
values of 575 ~~d 115 set in heavy type, indicating that these
are the n0rmal values of voltage for the tran~former.
j

It will be appreciated that in many sections of the
country power can be obtal~ed only at widely separated poin~s 50
that it is desirable to make the s~rnal power transmission lines
as lon~ as possible. Ymen a maxirnlli~ line voltage drop of 20%
is allowed llnder maximum load condItions, it is desirahle to use
a voltap-e of 5?5 to 600 vOLts at the Dower supply point to insure
that sufficient voltage is obtaine0 at the end of the transmission
line to provide satisfactory operation of the si~naling equipment.
Is the value of 550 volts mentioned in the rule referred
to above a nominal value with a permissi~le high voltage of·600
volts, and would it be possible to have the rule modified to
call for a maxim\~ of ~OO volts between conductors with transmitted power not in excess of 3200 watts when involved in the
joint use of poles with communication circuits?
Ans~~ - 'll~le Committee on Interpretati.ons reports that the
value of 550 volts is the maximum and not a nominal value. The
permis'sion to use these voltages for signaling purposes on power
lines and for applying· power on si~nal poles permits considerably
less protection than "'ould normally he required for such circuits.
The intent of the committee was to set 550 volts as the maximum.

220B3
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220B3

This applies to snpply wires carried on the same pole with
co~munication conductors; specifically, it prohably should
apply to signal circuits ~ar~led in the lower position among
communitatio~ conductors (See exception to R~le 2)9-0-2 and 3).
Where a supply circuit is loc.ated at the requjred distance a~ove
communication conductors ther"e is no code l1mitation as to the
amo~~t of power that may be transmltted.

220B3b
Interpretation No. 11

Que st i 0ll -

215

220B3b

Will use 0 f Lamicoid marker on
cross-arms 0 f 550V powe r supply
circui ts comply wi th marking rule. Date
of request is December 23, 1943.
we asked

whether or not the use
of a Lamicoid high voltage marker t'lE!aring the letters "ltV"
in red on a white back~round applied to both sides of si~nal
crossarms under tre signal power supply circuits of not more
than 550 volts and 3200 ~iatts, permitted on communication
pole lines, will comply with parar,raph 220 B 3{b) on page 36
of the National Electrical Safety Code, Part 2 (Handbook H32).
An~wer - The consensus seems to be that while the Lamic01d
high-vo1taee marker would be satisfactory, three members have
suggested that in place of the lette~5 HV, such si~ns read
550 volts. I understand that the cost for any quantity would
be the same regardless of lettering_ Obviously this will
last as long as some metal signs and they would be preferable
to stenciling on the arms.

230C

230C

216

Interpretation No. 85

a) Classification of specific cable construction
b) Clearance requirements
Date of request is February 26, 1<?57

Question --

234 Dl - It states tlSuP~"'llv cot=ductors not installej i:1
grounded conduit or metal - sheath"'cable, etc."
~he cable
that '.-le are using is a 12 kv 3 si!:gle ccnductc!' tuisted Ke:-i te
rubber insulated with an 8 mil zi~c :ape ~\~th 20% overlap
cove:-ing each i!1sulated conductor and a 6/64" ::1eonrene jacket
ove~ each conductor.
~h8 three co~~uc:o!'s a~e bound togethe~
,
with a cO!J!Jer strap to a 9/16" ~:!s Copper·.:eld =essenger "'ire';1f\1~'"
It is ou~ beli2f that in oarazranh 2~O C~ bot~ in the Code
and in the di2cu~si0n of the Code, this type 0: cable ~s
considered a ~etal sheath type.
In such a case, it would
not be necessary to maintain the clearance~ so~cified in
paragraph 234D.
w

-

Answer -In section 234DI of the National Electrical Safety Code, the
term metal-sheathed cable includes a <;able carried on an effectively grounded messenger, where the individual conductors are
covered with an overlapping metal tape and each tape effectively
grounded.
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232 Table 1
Interpretation No. )1

232 Table 1

Clearance over farm fields for vol tages
of 50kV. Date of request is March 28,
1947.

Question - Referring to the NESC
shows a basic clearance of 22 ft. for
streets, alleys. or roads in urban or
volta~es 15,000 to 50,000.
Item 7 in
basic clearance of 20 ft. alone roads

Rule 2)2, Tahle 1, Item 3
crossin~s over pu~lic'
rural districts for
the same Tahle shows a
in rural districts.

The interpretation requested therefore is whether in determininp, the required clearance over fields for voltages of
50,000, the basic clearance required in the NESC is 20 ft. or
22 ft.
Answer - 'J/hen the code was revised no clearance from the
ground over fields was set up because it did not seem practical
to determine what vehicles could ~e expected to pass over such
space. The 20-foot clearance specified in rural districts
for wires along a right-of-way would seem logical but might
be rather low for men on a load of hay or for certain farm
machinery. Where there is no possibility of anything but a
pedestrian traveling beneath the line, the reduced clearances
given in sub-note 10 might apply. The 22-foot clearance is
over established roads only.

232A Table 1
Interpret~tion ~o,

218
76

232A Table 1

Clearance requirements for telephone
1 ines which pass over dri veways into
farmer's fields in strictly rural
areas. Date of request is September 13,
1955.

Question - We should like to hnve clarified the clearance
requirements for telephone lines which pass over driveways into
f~rmer's fields in strictly rural areas.
On p,~e 44 of H3ndbook
H32, in the table showin~ clearances, it lists 18 feet as the
clearnnce for wires crossing over puolic streets, alleys or
ronds in ur~an or rural districts. On page 45, referring to
footnote 13, there is Q stntement th~t where communication
wires or cables cross over or run along alleys, this c1ear3nce
may be reduced to 15 feet. Does this imply that· 15 f.eet would
be satisfactory clearance over the type of entrances mentioned
above, namely, driveways into farmer's fields?
Answer - Where a telephone wire runs along a road 1n a
rural district and crosses a driveway into a field, the
required clearance above ground is 14 feet 3S indicated in the
last line of the first column of table No. 1 and footnote No. 12
of the National Electrical Safety Code. This is based on the
specific conditions set forth in Rule 232A and may be modified
for longer spans, lower temperatures, or other conditions
as set forth in Rule 232B.
The question concerning liability for failure to comply
with the rules of the National Electricnl Safety Code is not
within the scope of the Interpretations Committee.

232A Table 1
Interpretation No. 79

Question
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232A Table 1

Clearance for cabled service drop,
150 V max to ground
Date of request is January 4, 1955

__

We de3:re a clarification and intr~Jertation of one verti:al
~ational Bureau 0f St~~dards Handbook H-)O, Part II,
3ac. 23, ParaJraph 232 A, Table 1.
cle~rar.ce

in your

The vertical cle:1.r~ce above gro'md in questiun is for service
a to 750 volts ovar spac~s or ways accessible to pedestrians only
for voltages ~re~~~~. 150 v01ts or less to ground, covered by
foot-note 5 (2).

~-ops,
~~d

This shoNs a m~l~~~ clea~ance of 10 ft for open su?ply line
drops. We have for years been under the i~pressicn
this clearance for open sup~ly wires and service drops refer~d to bare
or .eatherJroof wire. We are now usinJ for service dr~os triolex alumin~,
cable for~~~ioe-dr~s, w~ich consists of one bare ACSR for ~eutral ~~d
rnesser.5er with two fully 600 volt insulated neoprene jacketed all· alQ~in~,
cables wrapped around and supported by the ACSR neutral ~~d ~esser~er.
~re3 a~d se~,ice

Since the two energiz~d serrice wires are fully insulated for
600 volts we have assumed the vertical clearance from the ground in this
case rAy be 8 feet and that open sup?ly ~ires, that is, b~re or weatherproof wires are req~ired to have a clearance of 10 feet unde~ the code.
It is our assumption that fully insulated wires ro~ service drops
are not open su?ply wires and are not required u~d~r the code to have the
10 rt vertical clearance.
It t~is tripl~x al 1.L"'rUnu.1. l c3.ble is required under t~e code to
have a 10 ft vertical clearance above the ground because of the bare
neutr1.1 wire then, sU::>:Jose the neutral wire also is fully ins1llated for
600 v0lt3, could this ~ertical clear~ce be r~duced below 10 feet?
Answer - - The required minimum vertical clearance above
ground for service drops at the building entrance for voltages
not exceeding 150 volts to ground is 10 feet. This clearance
is based primarily on mechanical considerations rather than
on whether bare, covered or insulated conductors are involved.

232 Table 1
Interprct~tion
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232 Table 1

No. 43 - Clearances of transmission lines over
navigable waters. Date of request is
August 10. 1949.

Question - Th~ question concerns interpretation of Table 1,
Section 232, or more specifically, Table 1 of Par:e lO~ of H30
concerning clearances of distributiO':1 conductors up to 15,000
volts over the surface of lakes, rivers, etc., on which fishermen
can travel in small boats.
We interpret the requirements as being the same 3S space
accessible to pedestrians only, that is, 15 feet. It may be
possible for a fisherman in a boat to manipulate his line so
that contact at such a clearance might be made. We are wondering if 15 feet has been interpreted a~ heing the proper clearance for a distribution line over watJrs accessihle for fishermen and will appreciat.e very much as earl~' a reply from the
Interpret~tion Committee as is practicable.
Ans,~er - The members were unanimous in their opinion
that nothin~ in the code covers, nor was intended to cover
the case of clearances above power reservoirs, small creeks, etc.

232A Table 1
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232A Table 1

Interpretation No .. 13 - Clearance over farmland. Date of
request is August 4, 1944.
Q@-s.!!'9.!! - The subject under discussion involves Rule 232A,
Table-r-entitled, "lIinimum Vertical Clearances of lAlires above
Ground or Rails". We desire to know how to interpret Table 1
in determining the clearance over farmland.

Our prohlem deals with c1earances of transmission lines
over fields and farmland wherein there are no travelp,d roads
or established driveways of.any kind. The thought is that such
fields or cultivated farmlands may be traversed by teams, wagons
or mechanized farm ma:hinery. In this connection, attention
needs to be directed to the significance of that part of Table
1 referring to "Spaces or Ways Accessible to Pedestrians Only".
Answer - The specific situation .••
is, in our opinion, not covered by Table 1. Consequently no interpretation of Rule 212-A can t'le made which \oIjll
serve as a guide to the proper clearance of supply wires above
farm lands. It is our belief also that the clearance values
for "Spaces and Ways Accessible to Pedestrians Only" do not
apply tnasmuch as fields may be traversed by variolls types of
farm equipment.
However; it should not be difficult
to
decide on clearances aboTe tjllahle ground on the basis of the
height of the farm equipment that normally is used in the region
involved. To this can ~e added, if necessary, certain
additional clearances for the safety of workmen on top of high
loads, such as trucks or war,ons loaded with hay or sheaves
of wheat. Across farm lands that are not normally tilled or
are only suitable for grazing, it would be reasonable to provide
somewhat less clearance thtP over crop producing lands.
Rules 2001., 210, and 211 which, while very ~eneral in
their nature, 19overn locations which are not otherwise
specifically covered.

232A Table 1
Interpretation
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232A Table 1

Do clearances have to be maintained
under all weather conditions? Date of
request is January 25. 1952 .
.Question - With reference to the tem~eratllre 60 0 F stated
in Rule 232) A, 1, m1nimum verti.cal ground clearance values
found in Tatle I, those which should exist onlf while strin~in~
up say, a prestressed conductor at ~Oo F ambient temperature,
no wind velocity or are those the minimum grollnd clearance
values whi.ch should be maintained when the prestressed
conductor is subjected to a climatic condition of ~ooF
ambient temperature, no wind, and is carrying a desired amount
of current?
No~

~

An§~L - In dealing with clearances ahove ~round or rails,
neither the Cede nor the Discuss10n of the Code makes any mention of the effect on clearances or sap,s caused hy the heat-inp,
of conductors as a result of electric currents passing through
them.

It is our understanding: that the heating effect of currents
passing through the conductors was not considered of sufficient
importance to warrent recop,nition in the portions of the Code
dealing with above ground clearances.
If, however, due to over-heating of a line conductor,
or for any other cause, the final u~loaded sa~ at ~O~F
and no wind results in less clearance above ground or
rails than specified in Table 1, then the cond 11ctors
ought to he re-sagged so that the clearance in Table 1 obtain.

232B

232B
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Interpretation No. 25 - Increased clearances for excess span

length. Date
1945.

0

f request is October 23,

Qlle..§~ion - Please refer Bureau of Standards Handhook 32,
National EleCtrical Safety Code Rule 232-B, is additional
clearance required for (XCeS3 of span length to be added to
maxJ.mum sa~ inc-rease to d·:tc:--mine total addltional clearance
required) or 15 tctal ~dd:~10na~ clearance required the
maxi:num s:,.g ir:c:-eal";c as ii-ld ~cated by Paragraph 3, Rule 232-B?
Answer nl~ht letter, Collcc~
An5w~r - The increa~~d cl€ara~Ce5 called for in Rule 232-B
are iri~-criaed 'to be added 't.) the hasic c:.i.earances called for in
Table II ?af!.€ 44 of Ha!'1dho):,,: H32. Rlll~ 232··B-I on PaISe 46
co\·er'3 the li.CTeases rlf.C;;" ;:,~ary for €:ACe:-15 S?J.n lenp,th. The
amoun't 01 -eh.:.s lncr·::aae. ',·n·;re the Cl"·:3.:;ing occurs at the
poir.t of jTl~X::'i:l-C.!Jl sDg._ i5g11<:.n in P..~le. /.;2-B-l-{a)-(1} and (2)
on ?age~ 4b and 47 and l~lli~tations to this amount of increase
are glven in Rule 232-R-l(a)-~3) on Pages 47 and 48. Further
limitations of the amount of this increase, where the crossing
occurs at other than the point of maximum sa~, are given in
Rule 232-B-l-(b) on Page 4g.

Increases required for voltages. exceeding 50,000 volts are
given in Rule 232-B-2 on Pap;e 48 and increases required for
conductors supported by suspension-type insulators are ~iven in
Rule 232-B-3 on Pages 48 and 49. These latter two increases are
in addition to the-increases required for excess span lenp,th.
In considering the matter of increased clearances, you
should find helpful the material ~jven on Pages 22 to 30 of
NBS Handbook H39 - Discussion of National Electrical Safety
Code - Part 2 and Groundinp;, Values of maximum sa.p'; increase
for commonly used conductors will be found in Table D-19 on
Pages 122 to 124 of Handbook H19.

232B2
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232Bl See 232B, IR 25
232Bla (1)(2)(3) See 232B, IR 25
232B2
lnte rpretation No. 83

Question:

a) Increase in clearance, V

232B2

SOkV

b) Clearance for basic and longer spans
c) Clearance to building corner.

Date of request is November I, 1956

Rules 232, B, 2, and 233, B, 2 provide for increasr. 1n clearfor voltages exceeding 50,000 volts between conductors et. the rate
of 0.5 inch for each 1,000 volts of the excess. It is my interpretation
that this voltage adder should not be applied until t.he clearance bas
been determined for the particular span and conductor at its lORding
at 50 KV, and particularly that. the voltage adder is not to he decreased
by the application of the multipliers in Rules 232, B, 1, (b) and 232,
B, 1, (b). Please advise whether this interpretation is correct and
it not, give the correct interpretation.
anc~

In Rule 234, C, 4, CONWCTORS PASSING BY OR OVER BUiLDIrliS,
clearances are recited for various voltages and situations in spans of
to 150 feet. For increase in clearances, for spans in ~xceS8 of 150
feet, reference is made back to Rule 232, B, 1, SPAll LENGTHS LOf«}ER
THAN SPECIFIED FOR RULE 232, A, where rates of increase, limits and
reductions are set out. No span lengths are recited in Rule 232, B, 1,
but reference is made in (a), (1), GENERAL ~nd (2), RAILROI..D CROSSIOOS,
to Rule 232, A, 2. Rule 232, A, 2 recites spans of 175 feet, 250 feet,
and 350 feet, respectively, for the heavy, medium, and light load1Dg
districts vi th shorter spans for certain three strand conductors. It
is my interpretation tbat under Rule 234, C that clearances shown in
Table 4 a.pply for spans up to 250 feet in the medium loading zone and
that the clearances increase at the rate of 0.1 feet for each 10 feet
of the excess over 250 feet until a lim!t is rea.ched for the particular
conductor at its loading. Please advise whether this 1ntelpretation
1s correct and if not , give the correct interpretation. Pleas~ advise
also whether, in the case of clearance to an upper corner of a bUilding
the clearance is to be measured both horizontally and verticl'lly or
whether it is to be measured d1agonall3' alol18 the shortest di.lJ'tance
from the conductor to the building.

o

Answer:
With respect to the increased clearance from buildings for spans
in excess of 150', we believe Rule 234C4 (a) (2) is fairly clear in
stating that "where span lengths exceed ~ the increased clearance
required by Rule 232B 1 shall be required." The intent is that when
using Rule 232Bl with 234C4 (a) (2) that spans longer than 150' are
being considered and not spans longer than ~~pecified in Rule 232B2.
There is no mention of voltage in !requestcr'~ question and we
assume that he must be concerned ~ly with :onductors carrying over
l "'00 volts 5 ince the exception points out that i:hes e increas es are not
required for conductol'n carrying from 300 to 8700 volts.

232B3
232A Table 1
232Bla(l)
232B3
Interpretation

No~
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232B3

60 - Clearance with suspension insulators.
Date 0 f request is March 27, 1952.

~~t).on - I would aPl?reciate your comments on the following
questions relative to Sectlon 2)2 of the 5th Edltion of the
National Electrical Safety Code:

(1) Rule 232 B, 1, a, 1 states that "For spans exceeding
the limits specified in Rule 232 A,2 above the clearance
specified in table 1 shall be increased by .1 foot for each
10 feet of the excess of span leneth over such limits. See (3)
below".
Does this rule apply to conductors supported by suspension
insulators as well as those supported hy pin type insulators?
(2) Rule 232 B, 3, Covering Conductors Supported by
Suspension-Type Insulators at Crossings Over Track Rails,
states that "The clearance shall be increased ~y such an
amount that the values soecified.in table 1 (rule 232 A) will
be maintained in case of a broken conductor in either adjoining
span, if the conductor is supported as follows": etc.
Does this mean that the increased clearance as specified
in Rule 232 B.l,e,2 ooes not apply, when suspension insulrttors
are used? In other words, if the requirements of Rule 232 B,4
are met, are the clearances g,iven in table 1 the maximum
required, irrespective of span length?
(3) Table 1, Rule 232 A lists a number of conditions
under the caption "Nature of ground or rails underneath wires,"
and gives the required clearances.
What clearance is required for lines across culti.vated
fields for the followin~ voltages of open supply lines, and
service dropsj 0-750 v, 750-15000 V, and 15000 to 50000 V?
An~~ - It is our opinion tha~ the only case in which the
increased clearances required by Rule 232Rl do not apply is in
the situation desc~ibed l~ Rule 232B3. In such a situation,
span leng~h m~~~ be taken into account in calculating the
increased clea~ance necessary to provide for 3 broken conductor
in either adj~l~in~ span~ This increase might he quite
substantial
D

The answer to ~he first two questions is that Rule
232Bl doe5 apply tQ conductors supported by suspension insulators. Rule 232B4 merely covers means of avoiding the large
increase in clearance reqldred by Rule 232R3 .:lnd does not
eliminate the requirements for increased clear~nces given by
~u1e 232Bl.

232B3
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232B3

With respect to the third question concerninp clearances
required for lines over c\~tivated fields, the Code does not
specify such clearances. Were it not for the possibility that
farm machInery and high loads may pass under the wires,
the clen~ances specified In Table 1 for "Spaces or ways
accessible to pedestrians only" could be applied. However,
good engineering judgement should dictate clearances ample
to provide protection in all cases. Some of the committee
memhers recall that this subject was discussed during preparation
of the fifth edition of the Nationa~ Electrical Safety Code and
that it was decided that a rule was neither necessary or
desirable since the line would be on a private right-of-way and
clearances and other considerations would be subject to
contractual negotiations.

233A Table 3
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233A Table 3

233 See 234B2, IR 69 and 234C4a(2), IR 89

233~, Table 3

Interpretation No. 12

Avoiding fatigue failure in conductors
under tension. Date of request is
January 18, 1944.

~~~~QU - With reference to the 5th Edition of the National
Safety' Code, I \"iould like to ask-a question concerning section
261 (r). At the end of this section there js a note which reads
as follows: "The above limitations are based on the use of
recognized methods for avoiding fatigue failures hy minimizing
chafing and stress concentration. If such practic~s are not
followed, lower tension should be usedV

Does this note mean that all conductors should be providpd
with armouring bara or wrappings at the points of support and
also stock brid~e dampers? According to the ... :
engineers, the use of armouring is not considerea to be
sufficient to prevent crystallization due to vIbration where
long spans are used, and some for~ of damper must ~lso be used.
Many supply lines are erected withou~ any auxiliary devices at
the pins. It would appear that the note is very vague in that
it fails to state what the lower tensions should be.
Answer - This note was included primarily as a warning.
In some cases wires strung to the permitted tensions will give
no trouble when strung without pads and dampers~ in other cases
fatigue failure may occur.
It is not possible to set up any definite reduction in
tension which will be satisfactory in all cases. Each case
must be considered separately. In case of douht, the advice
of wire manufacturers might be sour,ht; they have been studying
fatigue failures for years and have considerable data covering
such cases.

233A Table 3
Int~rpretation

No. 16
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233A Table 3

Clearance of primary neutral conductor
over communication conductor. Date of
request is November 14, 1944.

Q~estion - We have 12000/6900 volt, 4-wire, wye connected
electrlc orstribution circui.ts and l)ranchin~ from these are
single phase circuits, consisting of one 6900 volt phase wire
on insulator at top of pole and one primary neutral wire
mounted 3 feet 10\ver without insulator. The prim.:lry neutral
wire is rrounded at the source and is continuously grounded
for at least 10 or more points per mile of line along its
length.

What is ~he most 1iheral interpretation of minimum
clearance of this primary neutral conductor over a communication
conductor in a standard span?
Table 3, 'Wire Crossins;; Clearances", on Page 51, of
Standard Handbook H-32; appears to hav0 possibly two clearances
for such conditions. We interpret the tah1e to allow as little
as 4 feet clearance. However, there arc a numrer of footnotes
applyin~ to this table; namely, footnotes 6, 10, 7, 9 and 3.
Can a minimum of 2 feet clearance of such a neutral conductor
above a communication conductor be interpretated from Handbook
H-32?
letter
Answer - For the conditions specified in ...
of Novem~er 14, we interpret NwE.R.C. Ta~le 3 as reqUiring a
minimum of 4 ft. basic clearance for a primary neutral crossing
above com&11unication lines. None of the footnotes which •••
lists modify this value.

233A and B

233A and B
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Interpretati.on No .. 62 - Are clearance increases cumulative in
1, 2, and 3 as indicatd in the text on
page 52? Date of request is November 27,
1952.
Que5tion - A 115 KVA transmission line crosses a 7200 KVA
distrTOUlI·on-1ine at 25% of the 115 KVA span from its nearest
support.
Span lcn~th -- 700 feet
Maximum sag incre~se - a feet
Heavy loC'ding district
I havo derived the required clearance as

233A, Table 3
233B, Pnr. 2

follows~

Basic clearance to 50000 volts Add for increased voltage:

4'

115000 - 50000 = 65000 volts
Add 0.5" per 1000 = 32.5" or 2.7 feet
4' + 2.7' = 6.7 ft. Basic clearance
233B, Par. 1 (a) lv'aximum additional clearan.ce need not exceed
75% of the maximum sa.~ increase, in th:fs case, less than
the total increments of 0.15 ft. per 10 ft. over 175 ft.
75% of g ft.

~

6 ft. additional clearance

Clearance required at mi.d span 6.7 ft.+ 6 ft.

~

12.7 ft.

2338, Par. l{b) at 25% span
12.7 ft. X 0.a2 = 10.4 ft. required clearance.
The contending argument states that the increment due
to increased volta~e wculd be added after the sequence of 4 feet
basTCC'rearance plus the~f maximum sag increase multiplied
by the 0.a2 factor or as follows:
2j3A, Table 3

Basic clearance

233B. Par. l(a) 0.75

233B, Par" 2

at 25% of span

l<

l! ft. (m!3i)

6 ft

Voltage increase
(as above) 2.7 ft,
Mid ~pa '1 clearanc e
(a3 a~ove) 12.7 ft.
~

10.0 ft.
add vo~tage jncrease
Total clearance ~equired
0,:82 x

4 ft.

':3

= 8.2 ft.

~ft.

1rr:9"""ft':"

Also under 233A, Par. 1, I would measure this clearance
from the lower conductor at initial sag whether or not it had
reached final sag. I beli-eve the same line of reasoning used
in the first solution above would appJy to Rule #232 as well
as I,J233.

233B2 See 232B2, IR 83
234A See 234C4a(2), IR 89
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234B2

Clearance between conductors and
supporting structures of another line.
Date of request is December 30, 1953.
~~~ - I am writing your organization to obtain an
interpretatlon of Rule 234.B.2 on Page 56 of National Bureau
of Standards Handbook H32 (National Electrical Safety Code).
In order to effect economies, it is proposed to use intermediate poles, as shown on the attached sketch. In attempting
to determine the minimum distance tfX'~ as shown on the attached
sketch, no exact rule could be found. I am uncertain whether
or not the provisions of Rule 234.B.? apply. My interpretation
is that the above rule sho~ld not apply, but rather that Rule
238.B.3(a) or Rule 233 (Wire Crossing Clearance) should apply.
It is pointed out that the danger due to a broken conductor
falling on the intermedbte pole is no greater than if all
poles were contacted by the 34.5 KV line. Further, Rule
238.B.3(a) a~d Rule 233 provide substantial clearance. The
intermediate poles will probably employ a ridee pin, so that
climbing space above the pole will not be necessary. A
minimum vertical crossarm spacing of 10' between the 34.5 KV
crossarm and the 12 KV crossarm has been proposed, assuming
that the 12 KV crossarm at the intermediate pole was at the
same height above level ground as the 12 KV crossarm on a line
pole. Rule 234.Be2, if ap~licable, would requir8 a 15' or
higher spacing botween the 34.5 KV crossarm and the 12KV
Interpretation

No~

69

cros~arm.

The crux of the problem appears to be in a definition of
this type of construction as it is both ~oint construction and
overbuildinp;. Rule 234B mentions two lines, while the construction under construction might be considered as one line.
The discussion of Rule 234B on Pages 30 and 31 of National
Bureau of Standards Handbook H39 (Discussion of the NESC)
hints that the primary purpose of the rule was to eliminate
straddlin~ the pole not contacted,
This would limit the
consideration to lateral clearances. However. the "Rule"
does not distinguish between lateral and vertical clearance of
the strncture.
Answer - The requirements for clearance between conductors
and strUCtUres to which they are not attached are covered in
Rule 234B. We do not believe there would be much question as
to whether Rule 234B2 applied if the 34.5 KV conductors
mentioned in
letter were crossing directly over a
pole of a separ~tA line. It seems to us that this situation is
very similar to t!,.ase in question) and it makes little difference
whether the conductors in question are supported on a separate
pole line crossing the first line, or are supported on alternate
poles of the same line. A pole straddled by supply conductors
not attached to it is hazardous to the workman and it is this
hazard against which Rule 234P seeks to guard. This rule does
not indicate whether the clearances required are to be taken in
the horizontal or vertical plano~ We believe the intent of the
rule, however, is to require these clearances in any direction.
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234C3 and 4 See 238Bl, IR 82
234C4 See also 232B2 IR 83
Interpretation No. 87

a) Clearance to building
5th Ed
b) Is clearance (in a specific case) in
accordance with the NESC?
Date of request is August 5, 1957

Question --

I. Section 234 C 4, Pa~e 121 of the National Electrical Safety Code, Fifth Edition, states in paragraph
(a) that conductors in excess of 300 volts "shall not
come closer to any building ~ * ~ than listed below."
Table 4 thereunder lists "horizontal clearances" in one
column and "vertical clearances" in a second column.
Does the required clearance have to comply with both
columns above or is compliance with eith~r column sufficient? In other words, if a conrtuctor cl~ars a building
by 10 feet in a vertical direction must it also be 10
feet distant in a horizontal direction? This assumes a
150 foot span and conductors carrying between 33,000 and
34,000 volts between conductors?
II. lfuere a 3-phase circui t of between 33,000 and
34,000 volts passes a dwelling so that the nearest of the
three uncovered wires is 10.01 feet distant from the dwelling measured perpendicularly from the wire to the nearest
point on the building, and where the wire does not pass
over the building and does not run parallel with the
building but diagonally, and assuming a 150 foot span between poles, is the construction in conformity with the
National Electrical Safety Code and with Section 234 C 4
thereof?
Answer --

"In ancrwer to your first question. tho

does not have to comply \-/ith both the
horizontal and vertical values of Table 4. Co~
pliance with eithor vLlue 13 sufficient.
clea.r~::e

"In an~~r to your second queotion, the situation d05cribod and illustrated in the attached
sketch is in ccnforr.-~ty ,nth the Uational Electrical
Safety Code and with Section 234 C 4 thereof."

234C4
Interpretation

232
No~

234C4

Clearances from building. Date
request is December 2, 1949.

0

f

QukSAion - Referring to National Burean of Standards
Handboo
3~afety Rules for Electrical COImnunication Lines,
Section 234, Subsection C clearance from buildin~, page 58,
does the requirement of ei~ht feet for horizontal clearance
of 15,000 voltage \-Tires apply to buildings not inclosed wi th
solid walls ~ut which h~ve l~rge openin~s in the walls on a
level with the high volta~e wire. In other words, is the eight
foot requirement invariahle or is the distance of the wire from
the building to be determined by other surroundin~ circumstances
such as openings.
·
Answer - Rule 234C4(a) requires an eight (g) foot minimum
horizQn1rir-clearance between line conductors (8700-15000
volts) and buildings, where the ·sp:ln length does not exceed
150 feet, irrespective of any 0.lliL~n a buildinp: wall,
unless the conductors are guarded as speCified by R~
234C4{b). If the span length exceeds 150 feet, increased
clearances ~s specified in Rule 234C4(a)(2) are required.

234C4
Interpretation No, 66
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234C4

Clearances to building or similar
structure. Date of request is May 14,
1953.

Ques~lQn - Rule 34.3411, ta~le 4, gives clearance
requirements conductorR in 3tatic position so I take it~ span
not exceedin~ 150' with correction of 0(5 inch per kv in excess
of 50 kv, which produces, for a 138 kv conductor, 10 pIns
3.67 or a horizontal clearance of 13.67 feet: to this fifure
would be added, side or lateral displacement wjth condl1ctor
loading per rule 51 maximum sag as per rule 33.21 for span
lengths in excess of 150 feet. I am informed that usual
conservative Power transmission line design of this type for a
700' span would consider insulator string length plus maximum
sag 15', lateral displacement at 30° from vertical or 7.5',
a total so far of 10+ 3.67 + 7.~ = 21.17 (have also
observed 45° angle employed which results in greater side
displacement). To figure so ohtained would 'be added rule 51
constant 0.31 to bring out 21.48 feet.

I wouln, however, surmise that angle of departures from
vertical would be actually somewhat different at insulator
strine attachment point than at maximum sag point at oenter of
span.
Now assume that ladder space requirement of rule 34.32
is accumulative 21.48 plus ~.O = Total 27.4g feet. If the 75%
factor rule 33.211 is operative in these circumstances, then
total would reduce to 25.61 feet.
In other words, a huildjng, tower, water tank, etc.,
of such hei~ht as to reach into vertical clearance zone, should
not OCLur or be erected closer to Power Conductor than as above.
Power line described as 138 kv, three phase, 60 cycle,
conductors 900 r4C~~-ACSR, 5/./7, static wire 1/2" ? strand copperweld, OOF 1/2" ice 4# wind. Clearances figures at 60°F, no
wind.
What I want to do is to specify that no bu:f.ldinp.;, tank,
tower or other like structure mav be built above a defined
vertical height, within a properiydescribed and designed zone
of horizontal clearance, related to the static (60°F. no wind
or other lateral force) position of nearest conductor with
known factors the relation between property lines; tower
supports; static conductor position between tower attachments
and; the varying span lengths.
Answer - A very similar question was raised •• ~
- int<~J letter of March 10, 1952. It is our opinion
thRt the 1nterpretation given in the letter of June 19, 1952,
is entirely applicable in this case, except that
the arithmetical val1\es would have to be changed. The basic
clearance is 10 ft. and the voltage increment is 3.67 ft., as
stated in the correspondence. The span lenfth increment woul~
be 0.10 ft. for each ten feet of the increase over 150 feet,
but limited to 75 percent of the maximum sag increase. We do
not have available the latter value for a 900 MC~~ACSR
conductor.

234C4

234

234C4

In the lettp.'t".. • •
reference is made to lateral displacement of the conductors.
This is not specifically covered by the present rule. However,
as pointed out in the last paragraph of the above previous
interpretation, the Rule is not entirely clear as to the term
"minimum clearance." This rule is one which will be considered
during the current revision of the N.EcS. Code.

234C4
Interpretation No. 7g
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234C4

Clearance requirements for conductors
passing by or over buildings. Date of
request is November 16, 1955.

Q\l~stion - Ru~e 234 C.4 sets out cl£arance requireMents
for conductors passing by or over buildings. Table 4 under
this Rule states these requirements in terms of horizont3l and
vertical c1e':-1.rances of supply conductors from l:'uildin~s. In
case a conductor is passin~ by a building and is also hi~her
than the building, does the Rule intend to describe a
clearance "'1re'1" as pictured in Sketch itA" on the attached
sketch or Sketch "B"?

In case an attachment such as a balcony is on the
building as in Sketch "C", how is the clearance requirement of
the Code determined?
In case an attachment such ns a guy wire connects to the
building 3.S in Sketch "D", how is the clearance requirement of
the Code determined?
Answer - With respect to rule 234C4-NESC, it is our
understanding th:\t the valueR given in Table 4 apply where the
span length does not exceed 150 fcet( unless the conductors' are
guarded as specified in rule 234C4(b). If the sp~n length
exceeds 150 feet, increased clearances as .specified in rule
234C4(a) (2) are required. Rule 234C4 is speoifically intended
to cover conductors p~ssing ~y or over huildin~s. In view of
this, the horizontal or vertical clearnncesapply but not
both, in nny one case. Therefore, it is our understanding,
that conductors passing by or over a buildin~, which comply
with the specified vertical clearance requirements (measured
either -vertically or diagon~lly from the building roof)
meer-rhe intent of-rule 234C4.
With reference to the specific questions raised, the
above para~raph would indicate thnt the cle~rances prescribed
by sketches "A" and "B" meet the intent of rule 234C. \t/ith
respect to sketch "C", it seems clear that as lone as the
conductor is over the balcony, it must meet the vortical
clearance requirements of rule 234C, but in addition it
must also meet the horizontal cle~rnnce requirements of
that rule with respect to the side of the buildinp;. If the
conductor is located adjacent to, but not directly over
the balcony, then the previous interpretation seems to
indicate thnt swin~ing a clearance arc ~bout the corner
as in sketch "Bft would be considered as meeting the intent
of the rule. With respect to sketch "nit, rule 233-A, which
provides clearance requirements at wire crossings would he
applica"le.

233A and B
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233A and B

Answer - It is the Interpretation Comndttee's opinion
that ,-rntt'e e~{ample cited .. • •
the second solution
is the co~rect onec The vo1ta~e increment of clearance app1ies
regardlcds of span length and re~ardless of the point 1n the
span at ~'lhich the crossin~ occnrs. It should, therefore, be
added after the sum of the basic c1enrances of Table 3 and the
spAn length increment of Rule 23381(a) and (b) has heen
determined.

It is pointed out that the ~asis of the span len~th
increments and the limitations thereof are quite thoroughly
covered in the Discussion of Part 2 of the National Electrical
Safety Code.
It is expected that careful consideration will be r-iven
to Rules 232 and 233 in connection with the current revision
which is being undertaken of Part 2 of the National Electrical
Safety Code~

234C4 Table 4
Interpretat~on No"
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234C4 Table 4

21 - Horizontal or vertical clearances from

buildings . Date 0 f request is Aug. 21,
1951.
~stion - We would appreciate an interpretation of section
234-C, raore-4, page 58 of Handbook H32 of the National Bureau
of Standards.
We have ~een using this manual as a guide for constructing
our overhead lines in both urban and rtwal areas. As we
interpret the above section, the intent is that we are to
maintain ~~THER eight-foot horizontal clearances from ~uildings.
with conduc~ors of circuits in excess of 8,700 volts between
conductors, OR have eight-foot vertical clearance from
buildings with conductors of circuits in this voltage class.
Answ~ - With respect to rule 234C4-NESC, it is our
understandIng that the values given in Table 4 apply where the
span length does not exceed 150 feet, unless the conductors
are euarded as specified in rule 234C4(b). If the span lenr,th
exceeds 150 feet, increaserl clearances as specified in rule
234C4(a)(2) are required. Rule 234C4 is specifically intended
to cover conductors passing by or over ~uildings. In view of
this, the horizontal or vertical clearances apply but not both,
in anyone case. Therefore, it is our understandin~ that
conductors passing by or over a building, which comply with the
specified vertical clearance requirements (measured either
vertically ~r diagonally from the building roof) meet the
intent of rUIe 234C4.

234C4 Table 4
Interpretation No. 67
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234C4 Table 4

Clearances from buildings. Date of
request is Au~ust 5, 1953.

~stion Table 4 of Section 234C of the National Electric
Safety Code deals with clearance from buildin~s. The case in
which I am interested involved voltage of 7,200 volts, and as
I look at Table 4 'above-mentioned it is indicated that there
must both be a horizontal clearance of eight feet and a vertical
clearance of 8 feet.

The high tension line in question was one whlch ran over
some metal grain bins, and although they are over eight feet
high from the top of the bins, which would indicate that the
vertical clearance is in compliance, they are not, however,
eight feet away from the side of the bins since they run
directly over the bins. Dia~ram No. 1 indicates the relative
position of the wires over the bins looking down onto the top
of the bins from above the wires. Diagram No. 2 indicates my
interpretation of the abo~e mentton~~ ~ection.
Would you be so kind as to advise me whether or not in
your interpretation of the above section both horizontal
clearance and vertical clearance are necessary under the
circumstances above outlined or whether or not it is true
that if there is sufficient vertical clearance there need
not be any compliance with the horizontal clearance provision.
Perhaps a more simple way of putting the question would
be in any given case of a high tension line is it necessary that
there be both horizontal and vertical clearance as indicated by
Table 4.
!~~t - Based on the information given, it is the
opinion of the Interpretations Committee that the supply line
in question complies with the clearance requirements of Table 4
of Rule 234C4 of the National Electrical Safety Code. The
intent of Table 4 is to require a vertical clearance of g feet
or a horizontal clearance of 3 feet for lines passing by or
over a building and operating at 300 to 8700 volts between
conductors.

234C4 Table 4
Interpretation No. 81
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234C4 Table 4

Horizontal clearance of supply

conductors (300V to 8.7kV)from buildings

Question --

Dates of request are
At- ril 18 and August 24, 1956

Specifically, our inquiry relates
whether the horizontal distance between the nearest
conductor ~~d the metal gutter on the roof may be
measured either horizontally or diagonally and i f
either distance is in excess of the three-foot
minimum provided by the Code that such an
installation would not be in violation or
Rule 234c4.
Answer-- With respect to the construction shown on the sketch
accompanying the letter from the ..• Public Utilities Conunis s ion,
in view of previous interpretations, we cannot help but question
whether it meets the requirements of the rule as it now stands.
Previous interpretations have indicated that a clearance arc
may be llsed at the edge of a building. However, when the horizontal clearance requirement is three feet and the vertical clearance
is eight feet, as in this case, the clearance arc is of three feet
radius, with the center five feet above the corner of the building.
For the construction shown to meet the rule, it \vould have to be
interpreted that a clearance arc with three foot radius be described
about the metal gutter. In an extreme case this could locate a
conductor almost direct! y below the gutter at a distance of three
feet, and three feet horizontally from the building wall. The prescribed vertical clearance is, of course, eight feet. Rule 234C-tbears the heading "Conductors Passing by or Over Buildings " and
it may be argued, therefore, that it was never intended that conductors be permitted below building projections such as eaves,
balconies, cornices, etc. This appears somewhat restrictive,
however, and Figure 5 in the Discuss ion shows a cornice that appears almost overhanging the conductor adjacent to the building,
yet the conductor adjacent to the building is shown 3 feet from the
wall, not a vertical line dropped from the cornice.
- - We think it is only reasonable to assume that the eight foot
vertical clearance requirement for conductors is to safeguard men
walking or working on roofs, and it must be admitted that \vorkmen
will not walk on the underside of balconies, cornices, etc. Certain1y diffe rent cons ide rations would appl y in s P.c has ituation, and pe rhaps
some vertical clearance other than eight feet is in order. However,
for the Interpretations Committee to decide what this should be would
be legislation rather than interpretation. Vole believe, therefore, that
a reasonable answer to this problem would be to apply the same clearance cons iderations both for conductors above and below balconies,
eaves, and other building projections.

234C4a
Interpret~tion
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No. 77

234C4a

Clearance requirements for conductors
passing by or over buildings. Date of
request is November 15, 1955.

Qucs~iQn - We would like very much to get an interpretation
of Rule 234C4(a), "Conductors p3ssing by or over ~uildin~s,
minimum clearances,." As you will notice on voltages exceeding
15,000, the horizon~nl and vertical clearances from buildings
is the same; however, no mention is m~de of the clearances in
the quadr~nt ~etween horizontal and vertical, and we would like
to know if this rule should ~e intreprcted to mean that a
minimum clearance should be maintnincd on an arc extended from
the minimum vertical to the minimum horizontal position.

Also, we would like an interpretation of the attachments
to any building referred to in this rule; that is, whether .
it intends to refer to b3lconies, platforms, and other surfaces
on which a person might be expected to climb or stand, or
whether or not this means to any attachment to the buildin~,
such as a metal smoke stack with the attached guy wires thereto,
or some other object on which a person would not be expected
to stand or climb.
Ans~ - With respect to rule 234C4-NESC, it is our
understanding that the values ~iven in Table 4 apply where the
span length does not exceed 150 feet, unless the conductors
are guarded as specifi.ed in Rule 234C4(b}. If the span length
exceeds 150 feet, increased clearancns as specified in rule
234C4(a) (2) are required. Rule 234C4 is specifically intended
to cover conductors passin~ by or over buildings. In view of
this, the horizont31 or vertic~l clearances apply but not
both, in anyone case. Therefore, it is our understanding,
that conductors passing by or oter a building, which compny
with the specified vertical clearance requirements (measured
~ vertically or diagonally from the building roof) meet
tne intent of rule234C4.

With respect to whether the rule ~pplies to all parts
of the building and its attachments, we are of the opinion
that the answer to this question depends on whether or not
the parts of the building, its attachments, otc., may be
such thnt persons can work or support themselves directly
thereon. A smokestack for exc.mple, would most likely require
main~enance, and men would either be workin~ directly from
the stack or from scaffolding adj~c0nt to it. Guys userl to
sustain the smokestack would not, of course, be similarly
used or maint"lined. Vie ~re, therefore, of the opini on
that the smokestack should be considered as pJrt of the
building, as far as rule 234-C is concerned, although
there may be some question as to the wisdom of permitting
conductors of any kind to be loc~tect directly over a
smokestnck because of the corrosion likely to he caused
by the hot gases, etc. As far as the .guys are concerned,
we beliove that rule 233-A, which provides the c10arance
requirements at wire crossin~s, would be applicable.

234C4a Table 4
Interpretation No. 74
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234C4a Table 4

Horizontal and vertical clearances from
a steel windmill tower. Date 0 f request
is August 1, 1955.

- We will appreciate your advising us of the
orizontal and vertical cle~rance of a 12.5/7.2 Kv
multierounded power line from a steel windmill

QueS~ioJl

required

three-~hase

tower.

Answer - While windmill towers are not specifically
mentioned in the present clearance requirements, it is the
opinion of the committee that the clearances specified for
conductors passinr, by or over buildin?,s could ~e applied in
such cases. Rule 234 C4 (a) (1) Table 4 would require either a
horizontal or a vertical clcarnnce of 8 feet from a 12.5/7.2 Kv
three-phase multigrounded power line, having span lengths not
exceeding 150 feet. For such a line having span lengths
exceeding 150 feet, the increased clearance specified in Rule
234 C4 (a) (2) would be required.

234C4a (1) and (2)
Interpretation

~oo

5q
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234C4a (1) and (2)

Clearance from buildings. Date
request is March 10, 1952.

0

f

Ques~i2rr We would like to have the National Electrical
Safety Code clarified regardinp clearances required 110 ~v line
with span of 700 feet with suspension insulator string five feet
long. Sag 18.2' for 350 M.C.M. copper conductor.

Rule 234, C4 (a) (1) for conductors passing by or over
buildings, Tahle 4, gives rasic clearance of supply conductors
from buildings as 10 ft .. , plus 0.5 inch per kv in excess of
50 kv., and for spans exc~edin~ 150 feet (Rule 234C (a) (2)
and 232B (1) (a) (1) inCI"eaSe of .1 ft. for each 10 ft. of the
excess of spn~ length over 150 ft. The required clearance
between the cor.ductor and the building is, therefore, 10.0
plus 2.5 plus 5.5, or 18 ft. for 110 kv and 700 ft. span.
We believe, that as the basic clearance of 18 ft.,
covered by Rule 234, took into account the increased clearance
required by excess in voltage and span, it should only be
increased to take into account the length of the string of line
insulators which may swing transversely thru an angle of 45 0
from vertical position. This then would only be 3.54 ft. for
insulator string 5 ft. long, giving the distance between planes
of bUildin~ and point of attachment of strin~ of insulators to
the tower of 21,54 ft.
!~s~~ - It is our opin:i on that Rules 234C4 (a) (1) and
(2) as now written and applied to the case in question, viz.
110 kv line, 700 ft. span, and 350 r~M copper conductors,
requires the following:
From Rule 234C4 (a) (1) - Table 4 - The clearance for
110 kv and 150 ft. span is 10 ft. plus O,5"X 60 kv = 12.5 ft.
From Rule 234C4 (a) (2) - For greater than 150 ft. spans,
increase the clearance in accordance with Rule 2)2 B 1: (a)
using Item (3), "maximum sag increase,)" For the 350 MCM
copper conductor, dependin~ on whether it has 12 or 19 strands,
the maximum sag increase, as given in the NESC Discussion
Handbook H39, is 2.9 ft. or 3.1 ft. respectively. Also,
depending on whether the loading district considered is medium or
light, P5% or 75% of the maximum sag increase is used. Using
average values, we obtain a value of aoout 2.5 ft., which is the
maximum additlonal clearance to be added to the 12.5 ft. given
above. Therefore, according to the Code, the minimum clearance
to the builcting is of the order of 15 foot for the case
considered.
As to the matter of how far the' ifisulator string attachment
on the supporting structure should be from the face of the
building, that, in our opinion, is n21 covered by the Code,
but is a matter of en~ineering judgment and adequate design.
Since Rule 23~C4 is not entirely clear as to the meaning of
minimum clearance, that is, whether it is the clparance which
~s to be ma~r.tained un"der the maximum line loadinr conditions
or tho maximum "'lind lond:n~ which would. cause the maximum
conductor sw~ng-o~t. o~ cnly the clearance to be maintained

234C4a (1) and (2)
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234C4a (1) and (2)

from the conliu\...tor to the buLLdinr; under normal conditions,
there is some :atltude jn any approach to the question dealing
with the distar.ce from the face of the huildJng to the insulator
string attachment on the 8upportinp; structure.

234C4a (1) and (2)
Interpretation No. P9
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234C4a (1) and (2)

a) Shoul<i clearance of condurtors
passing by huilrlings incluoe swing
b) InsulatfJr swing consideratiC'ns
c) Sag increase; span 150 ft or 350 ft"
Dates of request were April 14 and 17.

It?58

He have t·,.,ro questions concernin.s the :';ational ~lectrical 3a~~ety
Code whic~ we would lik~ your cc~itte~ to answer. Our questions
concern the attached sketch shcNi~g two ~-fr~~e suspension lines.
Questio::. 1.
AccoriinJ to Rule 234, Clearances of Conductors of One Line From
Ot~er CO:1ductors and Structures, 2Y~ C It (a) (2) ,:hnirnu!'D Clearances,
Coniuctors ?~s3ing by or ever BUildings; no ment~on is !'Dade o~
whet~er the co~ductors should be consiiered at rest or N~ether the
insulatQrs should oe considered to 3\/i~J 45° ~or steel suppcrts
and 30° for ~ood as required by N.E.S.C. 235 A 3 (0).
Question 2.
According to Rule 235 A 2 (a) (1), ~ini~um Horizontal Separation
Between Line Conductor~ of the Same or Different Circuits, and
Rule 235 A 2 (b), Suspension Insulators i;ot Restra.ined From :·lovement; it is not clear Nhether both insulator strings should be
considered to swing in towarJ each other or whether one stri~3
should swin~ 45°, while the other remair.ed vertical 3S specified
in R~le 235 A 2 (b).
~e h~ve at~ach2j a copy of our letter to you of April 14 in
~e as~ed t~o ~uestion3 con~erni~6 H-fr~m~ suspension
li~~s.
~e woull like to ask an additior.al question ~hich i5
pertinent to the previous tHO •

Nhich

.';'c~or:ii:1.3 to !i:.Jle 231~ A, Cl."?:.lt"'lnce ~~o~ Conductors of Another
Li~e, refe~e~c~ is ~~ie to Rul~ 233 ~hi~h re~~ire5 a sa3 iccre~se
f:1c:cr fo~ :3D3nS jreate~ t~3.:1 35C feet fo~ lit;.ht lC3.di:-:S conlit:ons,
while Rul~ 234 C4 (3.) (1) requir~3 a sa¢ i~crz~s~ f~~tor :o~
SP3.~s 3re:1t~r than 150 :eet.
jih~n c~lcul~t:ng clcar:1r.~es for
~irc croG3i~J, :h~ 33.j incre~3e f2c:~r ~hcu1d be ~~~d fo~ 303ns
i;. excess 0: 3:'-; :~~et at li~ht Lx~,Er..; ~or.dit:on5, bu~ for '~i~e
cl~ar~nce frc~ ~~nluctor3 to anoth~r l~~~ or to bUillin;s, shou:J
thc 33.3 incr~as~ :~3.ctor be used ::1 ~xceSti of 150 foot spans or
350 ~oct span3 for li;ht loading coni:~ion3?

234C4a (1) and (2)
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234C4a (1) and (2)

Answer -Question 1. - A similar question was asked in Interpretation
Request No. 59, dated March 10, 1952, and also in Interpretation
Request No. 66, dated May 14, 1053. You will note that it was
indicated in replies to those requests that rule 234C4 does not
mention this subject and is not clear on the exact meaning of
the term "Minimum Requirements I I . Please also note that according
to the reply to Interpretation No. 66, this matter was to be
considered during the current revision of the Code.
Question 2. - It is our understanding that the unrestrained
suspensi.on insulators referred to in rule 235A2(b) would apply to
one string that could swing transversely toward the supporting
qtructure or toward another strinS! assumed to be in a vertical
'.Josition, as both strings would not be expected to swing toward
:ach other w1der wind loading. The fundalnental idea being to
:naintain the cle?!"2.nce values gi\'en in thf> preceding paragraphs
")f rule 23 5A.
Question 3. - "Vhen calculating the required clearance from
a building as covered in rule 234C4, the sag increase factor
sho,.-,ld be used for spans greater than 150 feet as indicated in
rule 234C4(a)(2), when the voltage between conduct ors exceeds
l' 7 00 volts.

235A Table 9
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234C4a (2) and b See 234C, IR 47
234D See 230C, IR 85
235A Table 9
Interpretation No. 37

235A Table 9

High voltage transmissions lines;
excessive clearance requirements. Date
of request is June 8. 1948.

Question - The major transmission system
is operating at 230 kv, with a considerable
number of 115 and 69 kv lines also. It has been our past
pra~tice to adhere strictly to our interpretation of the
National Bureau of Standards safety code. The experience
• •• during recent years
indicates that in some respects limitations imposed by
the code may be somewhat more conservative than is necessary
and, thereby, requires some\"/hat hig;her costs of construction
than we believe is justifiable. We are, therefore, interested
in obtainin~ your interpretation of some para~ra~hs of these
standards with the view to their possihle revision, as well as
to more economical construction of high voltage transmission
facilities.
Paragraph 235 A, Ta~le 9, lists minimum clearances from
line conductors to su~ports for the trrtn~mission of power at all
voltages. In this table clearances for all higher voltages
are given in terms of the excess ahove A)700 volts, thus
establishing a linear relation between voltar,e and clearances
for all the higher transmission voltages. W0 are inclined to
the opinion that this linear relation establishes somewhat
greater clearances at the higher voltages than the minimum
necessary for safety purposes. Specifically, we find a
factor of .25 inches of additional clearance for each thousand
volts in excess of 8,700 volts of clearance to surfaces of
crossarms for all higher voltages. Th1s factor to~ethcr with
the insulator swing on steel structures specified in Paragraph
235 A, 3 (b), requires us to use a length of insulator string
somewhat in excess of the minimum we consi.der necessary for
good engineering practice and for safety to personnel.
Answer - The question of chan~ing the code
not one or-interpretation and the Bureau, which
sponsor, has no authority to make code chanp,es;
rests solely with the sectional committee of 19
senting the principal interests concerned.

requirements is
serves only as
that function
men repre-

235A2a(I)(2) See 235A3 Table 9, IR 15
235A2a(I), b See 234C4a(2), IR 89
235A3 Table 9
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235A3 Table 9
Interprctation~

Climbing space minimum clearance. Date
of reques t is Novembe r 13, 1944 .

.QllestioQ - We have had discussions with respect to certain
paragraphs of the NESC regardir.r minimum clearances required
on electr-ic lines which are to t'e worked when ener/Sized. or
climbed throu~h when ener~ized.
Sketch 1 attached, shows two proposals for cperatin~ a
7620/13200 Y volt line. Normally, this type of line is built
with the neutral and secondary wires below the 13200 volt arm
as shown. At other times when r.round clearance is at a
premium and no seconda~'y is invol ved, the neutral wi.re has been
placed in the ~ternate position shown. At the point the crossarm is mount ed, the pole has a diameter of 10'! more or less.
Generally the static ground wire is suspended <..lea!' of the pole
to a point 5' below the lower hi~h-voltap:e arm and then runs
down the pole in the quadrant adjacent to the crossarm. Our
question is: What is the recommended minimum distance "X" or the
distance from the center of the crossarm to the conductor nearest
the pole?
We might add that the reason for the 14' spacing hetween
the 33 kv circuit and the 13e2 kv circuit is to provide space
for a future 33 kv arm for a second circuit.

We would also like you to give us a basis for determining
the vertical separation requireq between the phase wires and
common neutral wire of 13.2 kv circuits. We notice in the REA
Standards that when they use crossarms for this type of
construction the neutral wire is spaced 2' 9" below the center
of the crossarm while the NESC rules appear to call for a
minimum separation of 40". Again on vertical anf!']e construction,
the vertical separation is reduced to 2' 6" hetwecn phases and
between phase and neutral. Since this phase separation is a
material item in determining pole heights and hence cost, we
would appreciate your interpretation of the rules regardin~
minimum vertical separations in the cases mentioned, hearin~
in mind, that we work our circuits when energized.
Sketch 2 attached, shows a case ~lich is coming more into
prominence in our designsc The crossarm shown has been used
extensively for 33 kv flat construction without a static wire.
In this case dimension "Y" is 2/~1t as it is not n8cessary that
men eo above the arm.. Our question is: What is the minimum
safe distance for '!Y" when jt is neceRsary for men to climb
above the cr03sarm to work on the static wire or for other
purposes? Po~e diameter at th~ arm level may be assumed to be
gn more or less,. Span lenp;ths involved are acout 300 i •
Generally the static ground wire run:;, down the pole in the
quadrant adjacent to the crossarm except that on recent work
tt is suspAnded clear of the pole to a point several feet below
the crossarm.
Answ0r - Under the condjtions shovm in Slretch No.1,
attached to .••
letter of November 13 and assuming that an
adequate climbing space is already provided on the side of the
pole havinr, the single insulator on the crossarm carrying the
13.2 kv circuit, dimension "x" should not be less than 4 lie in.
+ 1/2 the diameter of the pole, as required by N.E.S.C. Rule
235A3, Table 9.

235A3 Table 9
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The situation described in .
second request
involves a clearance between a coriductor on a crossarm and the
top conductor on a vertical rack (or on the pole) and is covered
by paragraph 2; o~ Rule 23~-C (page 77). This rll1e refers to
Rule 23 5-A. 2. (a). (1) and (2), pages 60-63.

The required vertical separation at tne pole then becomes a
function of the co~ductor separation as determined by Rule 235-A
2, (a). (1) and (2). Rule 235-A, (2), (a) (2), applies only
in the case of grades B or C construction. Without knowing
the grade of construction and the conductor size and sa~s. no
value for the separation can be given.
As regards dimension "Y" on Sketch fio. 2, the ~ .. E.S. Code
req'lires a minimum separation of 9.1 inches from the surface of
the pole (3 in. + 6.1 in~ volta~e increment - Table 9) for the
33,000 volt circuit. The distance from the center of the pole,
therefore. would be 9.r in. + 1/2 the diameter of the pole.
In this case it is also assumed, of course, that adequate
c1imbinr, space extendinr, the required dtstance both above and
below the crossarm is already provided on the other side of
the pole.

235A3 Table 9
Interpretation No. 49
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235A3 Table 9

Classification of Jumper, Wires at
Poles. Date 0 f Request is May 10. 1950

~uestio~ - Would the Table No. 9 of Clearance shown on
page 4 of "Safety Rules for the Installation and Maintenance
of Electric Supply and Communicntion Lines", National Bureau
of Stnndards Handbook H32, ::\pp1y to this jumper. or primt1ry tap?
Also, would this j\~per or primary tap be called a "line
conductor"? If not, whnt provision, if any, contained in the
National Electrical Safety Code would govern lf Table No. 9
were not applicable?

Answer - The clearances given in Table 9 of rule 235AJ
apply-ro-the connectin~ conductor between the two dead-end
insulators, as sho~m in the sketches. A 3 inch clearance is
required between the conductor (O-a700 volt class) and the pole
surface, except that an effectively ~rounded neutral conductor
associated with a circuit opcratin~ at 0-15 kv between conductors may he attached directly to the pole surface. (See
footnote 7.)
The connecting conductor mention~d above, would ~e
considered a "line conductor" undp.r the intent of th3t term as
used in Table 9 of rule 235A3 - ·NESC.

237B3
Interpretation No. 80
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237B3

Clearance between 8.7-1SkV line and grounded neutral or secondary conductors
Date of request is August 14, 1956

Question -~'3que5t for interpretation
i~~r~33ion of thi3 rule is that

refers to Rule 2373-3. Our
a ~rounded neutral or secondary
:i1uSt be 42 11 below the crossarn attachment to the
70:; ::~ ~7CC to 15CCO volt li~es, acc~rjin6 to Table ll.
;e ':nj~rstand that this practice i3 not univcrsal. If the
c: rr-:;ct ::lini:71u:n is t\'lO feet, '/[8 "doulJ like to reduce this
di~en3ion to 3D inches in order to reduce pole height and
a130 ~0 ~ake it the sa~e as ~or volta~es below 6700 volts.
-=:':12.3

cC~1d'..:.ctor

In order to cl~riry this quastion, an~ p8r~aps furnish
i:li"c~--':"1ation V'lliic~ JOU ;-Ja: r n31~d to aJ.1S",'ler it correctly, I am
en.;lo3inr:; 5e'leral of c~r construction ira·dings. rtlso, it is
oar ~ractic3 to maintain 12470 volt and 13800 volt lines
u3in ~ ~!ot-Line tools, and not rubber gloves. J:'he 4£:·"
separation is now bein1 proviJed only in new construction
and pole rebuildin~ or replacement. Lines converted fron
lower voltages to 12470 volts are left at 30 inches until
r8bui1rling takes rlace. ".Ie understand that this is per:i1itted
llnder 1ule 23{~.
Answer -The basic question seems to be: what separation is required between
a grounded neutral or secondary and a crossarm carrying 8.7 to l5kV
conductors? Rule 238A (Table 11) specifies the separation between
eros sarms in this situation as 4 feet; Rule 238B permits 40 inch separation between conductors where 4 foot separation between eros sarms
is required. Rule 238D provides that the separation between conductors not on crossarms shall meet the separation requirements of conductors on crossarms. The configuration actually shown involves conductors on crossarms and conductors not on crossarms.
In the particular case of a 12.5 kv multigrounded neutral system,
it should be noted that a single phase tap (7.2 kv to ground) from such
a system would only require two feet between crossarmsor 16 inches
between conductors, since definition 77 indicates the voltage of an effectively grounded circuit connected to a higher voltage circuit is not determined by the higher voltage circuit.
Also, it might be pointed out that for the particular configuration
shown diagonal clearance from phase wire to neutral need be only 40
inches. The attached sketches may be of some as sistance in clarify
ing the foregoing points.
If the construction and operating practice in which you are interested makes compliance with the clearance required in Rule 237B-3 and
Table 11 in Rule 238A unduly expensive, consideration should be given
to Rule 20lA which provides for a modification or waiver by the
administrative authority having jurisdiction. This procedure has
been resorted to in a few instances where the coderequirements
resulted in construction costs that were not justified by the safety
obtained. Your problem should be taken up with the regulatory
authority in the State in which the construction is contemplated.

238
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Definition 45

Interpretation No, 64
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a) Definition: Communication Lines b)
Classification of CATV cable as a
communication circui t. Date 0 f
request is June 15, 1953.

QuestiQ!l - Our municip.'ll electric distribution system and
the • • ..
Telephone and Telegraph Co., now operat i ng
under a joint use of poles agreement, have reen requestp.d by
local citizens to permit the attachment of a coaxial ca1"le,
supported by 3/16" mesaenger, and necessary T.V. si~nal ~oosters
for the purp~se of furnishing Television Antenna Service to
various su~scribers.
A question has been raised as to the classification of the
coaxial cable and nssociated boosters etc.- whether or not it
should be classed as a communication circuit or otherwise.
Answer - It is the Interpretation Committee's opinion
that if the voltage and power of the coaxial cable circuit
used for television antenna service do not exceed the
limitations s~t forth in definition 45 for Communication Lines
in ~he National Electrical Safety Code, then the circuit would
be classed as a communication line and would be subject to the
spaeings indicated for such lines.
,With respect to the second question as to allowing the
coaxial cable to be installed at standard supply circuit
secondary spacing under the supply circuit secondary poslt:ion,
Rule 23a requires a 40 inch separation between communication
conductors and supply conductors with potentials of 8700
volts or less between conductors and we believe the separation
betweun TV distribution facilities a~d supply conductors of
8700 volts or less between conductors should, in ~eneral, be a
minimum of 40 inches.

238A Table 11
Interpretation No. 63
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238A Table 11

Vertical separation at supports. Date
of request is April 10, 1953.

Question - In considerin~ the matter of such increased line
a point of difference lies in the matter of required
separatjon or clearance on pole lines hetween the phase
conductors on the upper level and the multi-grounded neutral
or secondary conductors at a lower level. A nominal l3,~00
volt 3 phase 4 wire circuit employing a multi-grounded common
neutral conductor will have l3,~00 volts between its phase
conductors and 7960 volts between each of these phase
conductors and the neutral. The National Electric Safety
Code (Fifth Revision) in Table 11, Section 23~A, specifying "voltage between conductors," requires a vertical
separation of 4 feet between crossarms carrying supply conductors in the $700 to 15,000 volt class at the upper level
and supply conductors of 0 to 750 volts at the lower level.
The table also specifies a vertical separation of 2 feet
between crossarms carrying supply conductors in the 750
to 8700 volt class at the upper level and supply conductors
of 0 to 750 volts at the lower level. Section 23gB of the
Code permits reduction of the 4-foot and 2-foot crossarm
separation to allow the conductors to have a minimum vertical
separation of 40 inches and 16 inches, respectively, if the.
conductors on a crossarm are of the same voltap.;e classification.
vo1ta~e,

Since a 13,800 volt 3 phase 4 wire multi-grounded system
will have l3,gOO volts between phases and 7960 volts between
any phase conductor and the grounded neutral at the lower level,
while a single phase circuit on this system will have one phase
conductor at the upper level and a grounded neutral at the
lower level, with a volta~e between these conductors of 79~O
volts, it appears that the vertical separation requirements for
the 3 phase and single phase construction are inconsistent as the
voltage is exactly the same between" conductors at the two levels
on either single or 3 phase circuits. \4Jhile there appears
to be no specific advantage in the additional 2 feet of
separation required for 3 phase circuits, there 1s a distinct dis~dvantage in that taller poles are necessary,
resulting 1n a more expensive type of construction.
A sec' nd point involves the·clearance between communication equipment and transformers with effectively ~rounded
tanks. At the present time this Commission's rules specify
that for such conditions clearance shall be a minimum of
40 inches. Since, however, the transformer tank and the
telephone equipment would hoth be suitahly connected to
the common multi-p;rounded neutral, lt appears to he unnecessary to require more than a working clearance. and, therefore,
it is sugp;ested that this clearance be reduced to 30 inches.
It is the Comm1ssion's opinion that safety would not be
sacriflced wi th reduced clearance which wOll1d allow lowering
the transformers to maintain adequate separation hetween the
transformer tank and the phase conductors without havjng to
use taller and more expensjve poles.
It is our understandin~ that the revisions su~gested
are consistent with suggcst10ns made in Provisional Report #32
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of the Joint Suhcommittee on Development and Rpsearch of the
Edison Electric Institute and the Pell Telephone System.
It will be appreciated if you will give consideration to these
matters and advise us if the reduced clearance for l3,~OO
volt multi-erouncted distrihution feeders may be permitted
without sacrificing safety and, at the same time, not he
in violation of the National Electrjc Safety Code.
Answer - With respect to the question of permittin~ the
same clearance for 3 phase ~rounded wye system, con~uctor5 with
7960 volts phase to ground as for sinp.:le phase system conductors
with the same voltage to ~round, Rules 238A and 23gB seem clear
on this matter and in their present wording ma~e no provision
for such a condition.
With respect to the second question as to whether the
clearance between the lowest point of grounded transformer
tanks and the highest communication condl1ctor or attachment may
be reduced from 40 inches to 30 inches, Rule 23RE as it now
stands clearly requires 40 inches separation for such
installation.
Parap,raph 20lA points out that the rules are intended to
be modified or waived by the proper administrative allthor1ty
whenever they involve expense not justified by the protection
secured or for other reasons are impracticahle. If the
Connecticut Commission feels this to be the case, they may
wish to consider a fiold trial of the reduced clearances. The
question of whether safety would be sacrificed ~y the
sugr,ested reductions in clearance can be heet answ0rcd hv
experience, and a field trjal of these reduced clearances
would undouhtedly be helpful in -judging the desirahility of
such a practice.

238A Table 11
Interpretation No. 84
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a) Clearance hetween pO\.. cr and signal H43
conductors on snme crossarm
b) C1ea rance bet \ieen si gnal conductors and
mUltiple light system circuit
c) clearance of vertical supply conductors
from communication crossarm
d) dead endinr. or guying of communication
messenger without insulators.
c) spacing between crossarms
Date of request is Novetnbe r 7, 1956

9:~"::5ti~n

--

Paragraph J of Section 238-E. It does stc.te in Phr. 3, "Span ...· ires or ~ 
~t.s fOt, If'rnns or trolley contc::.ct conciuctors shE-ll ru:.ve Ci.t least the vertical separations from communi~~tion eguiD~8nt set forth below:
But. the next statement reads "From ooen cO;;:L"tu:licl::.tion conductors on cross~~". It goes on to say "braciCet above crOSsarJl ~O inches" ana "brc:.CKet belo~
cr·)ssarm 2 feet". An exception 1s if the crossing takes place 40 inches or mor-a
from the pole surface. Now if my communic~tion conductor, supported on a crossar~ is less than 40 inches from the pole surface, running parallel with a street
6.:1d on the same pole is a Ib.mp bracket, attached at right ungles to ay conductlJr,
should that brac~et be attached at least ~O inches above my crossarm or 2 feet
belo~ ~y crossar~? Anot~er point does it matter what the voltage of t~t iamp
attl:tchcd to the lam!J braci<et is?
Paragreph 2 of Section 239-F. I re&lize, under some conditions supply conductors can be directly &ttacheJ to the pole and the point I didn't state veri
clearly ~as on con~tructlon allowing such conductors to be suspended froo supply
crossarm directly to a lamp bracket (sub-paragraph d of pbr&graph 2). It allo,s
such leads t) be dropped directly to the lE.Jllp bracket if at le~st 40 inches fro:n
the poleJ~~&where it DaSSes thru the communic~tion soaCe. It hlso states such leads
must be at le&st 12 inches beyond the end of &ny co~~unicution crossa~. The inflJr~&tion r see~ is, if I run ml communicbtion open wire on ~rassarm 48 inches from
the pole surface is there any regulation or exception to the rule quoted that "ill
allo~ such lamp leads, attached in the ~&nner described, to pass my conductor within twelve inches or to be dropped from the supply crossar.n to the brucket less then
40 inches from the pole surface. Because of tree conditions there are places wnere
I have to run my l/ire on a slx pin crossar.'1I and for the po,;er company' b drop their
leads 12 inches beyond !1ly 11ire they would be beyon<i the average length
}amp brac~et and so because of this I find some of their leads very close to my co~uni
catio~ conductor, sooe leads being outside the communic&tion conductor &nd some beini
dropped inside, between U\y cor.dact..)r ~:"..d ~l:e pole surfJ;;.ce. As these are high voltage
series lights for the most part there 1s re~l daagol!r af such leacis fouling up ':JY cir::uJ
but bef'lre I order the power compbny to ch.ange this conr,tr\Jction ! ml st 1D3ite sur'!! r
unj.?!"3~ard the rf"1gulbttu"l '~?r::" ~~·~.lj.
1
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Answer:
With respect to the first question regarding vert ical separation between
span wires or brackets for lamps and communication crossarms , it seems to
us that the answer to this question is not directly spelled out in the code. The
separations stated in Rule 238-E3 are for span wires or brackets for lamps
and open communication conductors on crossarms. The separations stated in
that rule apply ur!der the conditions stated in requestor's letter but represent
the physical distance between the communication; (~onductors and the span wires
or lamp brackets in question.
With respect to the second question regarding voltage of the street light
circuit, we find no mention of lanlp circuit voltage in the rules governing separations and in our opinion, it must be inferred that these separations apply
regardles s of the lamp circuit voltage.
With respect to the third question .regarding vertical lamp conductors
pass ing through communications space (Rule 239-F), when suspended from a
eros sarm and run directly to the street light fixture the vertical run must be
at least 40 inches from the surface of the pole where it passes through the
communications space. In addition it must be 12 inches beyond the end of
the communications crossarm. It should not be inferred that meeting either
requirement by itself necessarily satisfies the rule. For example, a 10
foot crossarm may be used and the end of such a crossarm will usually
be about 4 feet 8 inches from the surface of the pole. In order for the vertical
run to be 12 inches beyond theeliJ of the crossarm, it would have to be
5 feet 8 inches from the surface of the pole at this point. If adequate
separation cannot be obtained in the situation described by the requestor
because the street light mast arm is too short, it seems to us that some
other kind of construction should be employed. Some alternatives are
indicated in Rule 289-F2 (a), (b) and (c).
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238B and 238E
Interpretation No ~ 52

See also 238A Table 11, IR 63
Clearance for communications conducto rs
used exclusively in the operation of
supply lines. Date of request is August

30, 1950.
Question - In Rule 238, B, a differentiation is made
between general communications conductors and those used
exclusively in the operation of supply lines. This rule permits
a reduction in separation between supply lines and communication
conductors used in the operation of supply lines. Rule 23~, E,
however, does not make this differentiation and requires the
full forty inches separation between all communication conductors
and certain noncnrrent-carrying metals parts of supply equipment.

In the specific case involved a telephone circuit for use
in the operation of the snpply system is to ~e built below a
multigroundcd neutral. Rule 23$, E, for conductors on crossarms or Rule 23~, D, for conductors not on crossarms would
require sixteen inches separation between the multi,e;rounded
neutral conductor and the telephone conductor. Rule 23e, E,
requires forty inches separation hetween the telephone conductor
and the metal bracket supporting the multigrounded neutral
conductor.
Answer - We believe that the confusion in this case
results from the fact that the distinction retween "Communication
Conductors, General" and "Communication Conductors Used in the
Operation of Supply Lines" as indicated in Tah:!.e 11 and
reflected in Rule 23$B is not also reflected in Rule 23~E.
It is our tho~~ht that the requirements of the Code would
be met if the separations comply with the minimum values specified in Rule 23$B. We would point out in this connection,
however, that Rule 23$B-) requires that where conductors are
strung to different sags, the separations at the pole shall be
so adjusted that the minimum spacings in the span shall not be
reduced more than 25 percent from that required at the supports.
In long span construction where telephone conductors are strung
to les~ SR~ than the supply conductors, this latter specification may require grea~er separation between supply and
telephone conductors at the snpp·ort than those specified in
Rule 2)$B-l.
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238B See also 238A Table 11, IR 63
We believe that a fair interpretation of the required
separatioos between supply conductors and communication
conductors used in the oper~tion of supply lines would be as
follows:
Minimum Separation Between
Supply and Communication Conductors
Voltage ClasSlfication
of Supply Conductor
At S'lEport
In~

o - g700 volts t,c
A700 - 15000 volts
Over 15000 volts

*

16 inches

12 inches

60 inches

4.5 inches

40 inches

30 inches

These separations will generally apply for multigrounded neutral conductors located helow conductors
having voltage classification 0-15000 volts (see
Rule 2)0-D).

In rule 238-E3, there is a~ exception for lamp brac¥ets
which waives the separations specified in this rule, provicied
s~ch brackets are effectively ~rounded.
We can see no
difference between a metal lamp bracket and a metal bracYet
supporting a multigrounded neutral conductor, if ~oth brackets
are effectively grounded.

238Bl
Interpre-tation No. 82
Question --
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a) Clearance between conductors on adjacent
crossarms
b) Service br~ckets at end of crossarms
c) Clearance to bUildings
Date of request is September 15, 1~36

In order that a olear Wlderste.ndiI:l of the rules as set forth in
the II.E.S.C. will be available to corr.mitteernen working on revision of the
State of ~ashington Electrical Construction Rules, I would appreciate interpret&tions from the Haticnal Co~.ttee on the rollo~~g mattera.

1.

Wording of tee tltl~line of Rule 238.D.l.
";~h.re Conductors on the Crossa.n:1 are of the au. Volta~. Claaaitication.(tnderliI:e of w;:,rd "Cro::so:m-ours.) Some of our cODllllittee read thia
AI a ~ographical error and think it ahould read. NCroaaar~.
It is the oo~ittee'l intent to allow the reductiona al set forth in thil
rule only when the conductors on adjacent eroaaa~. are of the aame Yoltclassification. .~ the rule reads, and as interpretated by same. there
i. pos.ibility of conflict with the co~ittees intent luch &3 in case as;
• 8onductors of the same voltage classification of over 750 volts carried
CD one crO~lara and c~nductors of 1••• than 750 volts carried on an adjacent
eroasAr!:." The reduction in conductor .pacin~ can b. requested on the word~g of the title lin. becau•• the conductors on any one crossar~ is the
.~e voltage classifioation.

a,.

2. Your interpretatioD of the preceeding rule vnll affect the interpretation
of Rule. 238. D and a word of clarlficatiou on this rule w11l te appreciated,
particularly as it affects conductors attaohed to Service Brackets attached
to the ends of crossarms, These braokets oarry the top wire approxtmently
six inches above the line conductors attached to the pins and insulators.

3. Rule 234.C. 3 & 4. Clearances from Builciings.

~e would appreciate the reasoning behind the Itmitations of )00 volts
in these rules as the generaly accepted praotice is to trent service wires
cf 150 volts to Ground as dangerous to the pUblic and maintain at least

three foot horizontnl and eight foot vertical
1=b accessnble to the public.

cl~arance

from points of build-

Answer --

R llie 238B 1
The title line correctly expresses the intent of the rule a printed
""-here Conductors On The Cros sarm Are Of The Same Voltage Classification". Th\~ intent in using the word crossarm (in singular form)
was to fix the sItuation where each arm in any series of adjacent arms
carried only conductors within a given voltage classification. The
purpose of perm.itting the reductions, indicated in the three line table,
was to provide for the pos s ib ility of one or more of the conductor!.
dead ending on a strain ins ulator while other line conductors or tape
might be supported on pin insulators. For over 30 years, this has been
thE" rule, expressed in the same manner, in the Safety Code. For longer than this time it h3.s been a universally accepted line practice to
follow the procedure. This long experienCE: with construction conforming to this rule has demonstrated that it ;,s" a safe practice to continue.
To limit the reductions to situations where the conductors on all
crossarms involved"aI"e 0f the same vc~tage clqssification would be
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contrary to the public interest by requiring additional vertical pole
space in situations where both pin type and strain type insulator
attachments were requi red on a single c ros sa rm. It would s een1
that such a modification of the intent of the present rule has pro\-ed
unnecessary by our present long safe history of experience.
Rule 236D
The requirements for vertical separation between horizontal
crossarm.s (238A) and vertical separation between line conductors
on horizontal crossarms (238B) are fixed to provide vertical clearances on poles and between line conductors in spans. These vertical separation requirements are adequate in the normal situation
with, for example, primary conductors on a top line arm and secondary conductors on the next lower arm. These pole and span
clearances have satisfactorily withstood the test over long years
of safe operating experiences.
The matter of service brackets attached to the ends of crossarms is a somewhat different situation. For the last 25 or 30 years
the Utilities have demonstrated the desirability of a vertical arrangement for open wire service drops. Excepting the use of "Service
Drop Cable, " large numbers of utilities have adopted the vertical
arrangement of open wire service drops. ~{ostly such vertical
service drops have been attached to arms using the vertical brackets mentioned by Mr. .••• The general practice has been to put
such service brackets at the ends of the line arms normally spaced
on the pole.
The vertical clearances in this instance becomes a different
matte r. Services radiate from a pole at generally approaching a
right angle to the line conduc.tors. Practically all service brackets
on poles are considerably higher than the point of service attachment
on the customers building. Services thus, slope down from their
point of attachment on the pole. \Vith this arrangement there is not
the full span of vertical proximity such as exists between secondary
conductors and primary conductors in the normal line span. In this
situation it would appear to be a prope r interpretation of the intent
of Rule 238Bl to justify the use of service brackets as describe~ ...•
General experiences with this constructioTl seems to bear out
the validity of this interpretation of intent.
Rule 234C
The limitation of 300v. in these rules was fixed to defend
Electric Utility customers from the expense and uns ightlyness of
large and unwieldy service attachments that would be necessary to
maintain a c1earanc e of 3 ft. between the custome r 's. building and
the house end of the live conductors of a service drop. No material
change has been found neces sary in thes e rules since before 1926.
Again, safe operating experiences definitely justifies pra~tices in
accordance with the rules as they now stand.
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Our answer to your Question No. 1 is:
This part of the Code does not specify the minimum "Clearance
From Live Parts 11 for voltages above 70 KV other than the
general requirements that make it obligatory to observe safe
clearance's under conditions that may exist, kind of equipment
used, and working methods employed.
In answer to Questions 2 and 3. The Code is not specific on
these points. Minimum Clearance from Live Parts for these
conditions and climatic conditions, and type of equipment available
for maintenance work.
These are not specific answers but you have asked questions
that cannot be answered as specifically as for lower voltage
c and it ions.

242 Table 14
261
238B3a See 234B2, IR 69
238C See 235A3 Table 9, IR 15
238D&E See 238B IR 52
238E See 238A Table 11, IR 52
239F
239G2&3 See 220B3, IR 18
242 Table 14

242 Table 14

Interpretation of footnote "c"
appearing in Table 14, allowing Grade C
construction. Date of request is June
14, 1953.
9uestion - May we have your interpretation of a footnote
appearing in Table 14 (facing page 156 or H-32-92) of the
National Electrical Safety Code entitled "Grades of Construction
for Supply Conductors alone at Crossings, at Conflicts or on
snme Poles with other Conductors." We hnve reference to
footnote "C'i as applied to ~rC'de B construction reqnired
for open conductors in urban districts at voltages exceeding
8700, elsewhere than on fence right-of-ways.
Interpretation

No~

Footnote "c" reads: "If circumstances within a ~iven
area warrant it, supply conductors need only meet the
requirements of grade C construction ••• " We would like to
know just eXActly what is meant by the phrase "If circumstances within a given area warr3nt it".
We also wish to know whcthGr footnote "c" pcrmittinp,
grade C construction also applies to the grade of construction for poles or towers as prescribed under Section 243-A,
page 159.
~n~ The phrase "If circumstances within a given area
warrant it ft is intended to cover a situation or condition
where a number of years of experience indicntcs that a
locality m~y h~vc weather conditions (ice or w1nd or a
combination of both) that are less th~n those assumed for the
loading district in which this locality or area is located.
During the several ye~rs of study that was Fiven to the
analysis of weather d:'l.ta on which the present ~ESC loadi ng
requirement s are based, i.t was demonstrated, that such areas do
exist. Where overhend supply lines are built in such areas,
generally re13tively small in size, it was thought that the grade
of construction for supply conductors might he reduced from
Grade P to Grade C, provided the conditions mentioned in the
latter part of Note c, with regnrd to construction, operation
and maintenance are met.

The reasoning b~cY of this is not different, from that
on which Rule 201A is based. The latter rule is general and
requires 1pproval of the administrative authority h~vin~
jurisdiction. Note c is specific in that it permits supply
conductors to be rerlured under certain conditicns from Grade B
to Grade C. One idea not expressed in Note c but which, in our
opinion, is implied throughout the code, is that this change in
the requirements of Table 14, should he a~reeable to all parties
concerned, includin~ any regulatory authority that may have
jurisdiction.
With respect to the second quest10n as to whether the
provisions of footnote c of Table 14 apply to poles and towers,
Table 14 is a part of Rule 242 which expressly covers the grade
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of construction for supply conductors only. The gr~de of
constructj.on for supporting structures is specified in Rule 243.
However, since Rule 243 provides, with some exceptions, that
the grade of construction of the supporting structure shall
be that of the highest ~rade of conductors carried. footnote
c of Table 14 would also apply to supporting structures as
indicated in Rule 243.

243A Table 14
250
Int~rpretation

No. 24
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Change of districting from heavy to
medium loading. Date of request is May

26. 1945.

Question - In a~cordance with para~raph 250 of Section 23,
for Grades B, C, and D, of National Pureau of Standards
Handbonk H)2. \~e wish to apnlv ~ If •
for a chanJ;e or
rlistrictinf": from heavy to medium lo,)din~ for a part of the rural
distrihution system owned by the Cooperative. Detail~d
districting is not carried out by state administrative
authorjties in Texas, and we therefore address this applic~tion
to you.

Loadi~~

~ - Chane;e in the loading m.:lp would certainly be a
change and not an interpretation.

251
Interpretation No. 14 -
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a) Transverse wind loading
b) Definition of "grades" of
construction. Date of request fs
November 16. 1944.

~uef,ti0f! - It seems to me that in Rule 251, the transverse
wind pressure intensity was redl~ced to 4 instean of 8 lbs. per
sq. ft. in the Heavy Loaning District to allow li~hter poles
to be used. In applyinrr. this 4 lb. wind to the conductors
however, it is realized that they can withstand a heavier loading and so a constant is added to the resultant of the 4 lh. per
sq. ft. wind and the total weight, which brings the scalar
value of the resultant approximately equal to what it would be
if an S lb. per sq. ft. winn had been used, This is confusing
because if an g lb. wind had been used, the angle that the
plane of the resultnnt makes with the vertical is not the
same as that with a 4 lh. wind, while, by adding the constant,
th~ resultant force is made t~at of an 8 lb. wind, but the
angle is that due to a 4 lb. wind. Would it not be more
simple and less confustng to definitely use an 8 lb. wind
intensity when considering conductors and static wires, and a
4 lb. wind when considering the forces acting on the pole, per
se, .. due to wind, leaving ont all constants?

In Rule 252, B. 6, a reduction in transverce wind
loading on co~ductors at angles is specified to account for
the reduced wind pressure on the wires resultin~ from the
angularity of the application of the wind to the wires. The
reduction would be cosine of half the anele of departl~e. But
in Rule 261, multipliers for various types of construction are
used which offset this reduction: specifically the multiplier
1.7S in Rule 261, C.5~b.
Frequent mention is made of ~rada B and grade C construction
but I do not find any definite, clear-cut specification of just
what these grades are. There are rules which state what should
be done in one grade or the other, but what are the "grades".
Answer - The answers to most of, rtl,te.] questions are
to be found in the discussion of Rule3~50, 2;l, 252, and 261 in
Handbook H39, as well as in the general discussion of Section
26, Strength Requirements.
From this discussion it can be seen that th~ reduction
in transverse wind pressure from g ~ounds to 4 pounds per
square foot of ice covered conductors was·not mane for the
purpose of permittin~ lighter poles to be used. The purpose
1n changin~ the assumed climatic loadings was to express the
loadings and the strength requirements on a more reasona1:'le
engineering basis. Except in the case of untreated poles at
"isolated" grade B crossinf,s for transverse stren~th, and
untreated poles in grade C (transverse), pole stren~ths have not
been reduced for the heavy and medium loading districts. In the
light loadin~ district no decreases in the transverse strength
requ~rements for poles have been made, although substantial
increases ~ere made over those r~quired for poles by the
fourth edJ.tion of the Code. The required strength of poles 1n
any particular situation is determined not only by the loading
but by the allowable percentages of ultimate strength, a~
specified in the rules for strength requirements.
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Rules 252B6 and 26lC5(b) are discussed at considerable
length in Handhook H-39 wherein a sample computation explains
the derivation of the multiplying factors used in the calculation of Strength of Construction at angles in a line.
Replyi ng to(reC3l...pstor'~inal statement, the grade of
construction to which a lin=l.Lshall be built depends upon the
situation involved, as described in the column headings of
Tables 14 and 15. A given grade of cons~ruction is determined
by specifying the minimum requirements for that grade as is
done in Section 26 of the Code. ttGraQes" are only a convenient means for indicating the requirements for the various
situations covered by the Code.

252B6 See 251, IR 14
260
Interpretation

~o.
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42
Deflection data on tubular steel poles.
Date of request 1s June 30, lQ49.

Question - Rule 260 of the National Electric3l Safety Code
states that the deflection of poles or towers shall not r.e taken
into acconnt in transmission line computations unless the method
is approved by the public utility commission concerned.
Recently a manufacturer of steel poles, the
Manufncturing Company of
notified us that they
had made extensive studies of tho deflection of their tubular
steel poles and had developed formul~e which could be used in
computing the effect of such deflections on transmission line
sag5, particularly at dead ends. They offered to show the
test setup and explain their metnods of calculation to a
"proper committee."
Answer - Since the only active subco~~ittee at this time 1s
the SUhcommittee on Interpretations, the matter was put up to
theme The consensus of this eroup was that the matter should
be referred to a special suhcommittee made up primarily from
the memhership of the Technical Committee on Part 2.

261 Table 16
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Interpretation "Jo. 17 - Allowable stress in members of steel
structure. Date 0 f request is November
11, 1944.
Ouest ion - Table 16 of Handbook H32 specifics certain
minimum overload capacity factors of completed structures based
on t~e yield point of steel. Will you kindly advise what unit
stresses should be used for steel havin~ a yield point of
33,000 lb. in order to provide the strength specified in Table
16; that is, what I desire to obtain are the design 11ni t stresses
for tension, compression (including compression formula), shear
values and bearin[; values for 'bolts and rivets. Such values
were included under Table 16 in the Fourth Edition of the Code
but are not included in the Fifth Edition.
Answer - The followIng interpretation i.s based on the
considerations which led up to the adoption of the overload
capacity factor method of specifying the strength of steel
structures, during the revlsion of the National Electrical
Safety Code.
In the absence of tests of a particular tower design the
values for the yield point of steel members may be
used for purposes of design.
Tension-------------------33.000 lb per sq in.
Compression---------------33,000 minus 130 L/R Ib per sq in.
Shear---------------------30,OOO Ib per sq in.
Pearing-------------------60,OOO lb per s~ in.

followin~

Towers should be desir-ned so that, with an overload
capacity factor of unity, the above values of stress will not be
exceeded in any member. Where an oV0rload capacity factor other
than unity is specifi€d either of two methods may be followed~
1. The assumed loads may be multiplied by the overload
capacity factor and the above stresses used.
2.

The assumed loads m~y he applied and the above stresses
divided by the overload capacity factor.
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Interpretation No, 46 • Thickness of metal used for metal poles.
Date of request is October 31, 1949.
Question - We would like an interpretation reg3rdin~ steel
or metal poles for supporting constant current.ror street
lighting circuits:
\..C.rc.ui. 1. ~
The industry has adopted over many years for this service,
11 gauge (.119") thick and lighter for tangent pole construction.
Does Rule 261 in Handbook H43 conflict with this use?
Answer - In the formulation of Rule 261-A-)(e) all of the
considerations appear to h3VC been based on fabricated steel
structures such as towers, expanded st~el poles, etc. It
~e:hy ..!i~!1 be~ s~i.d that this paragraph was not intended to
apply to the tubular steel pole. .
However, the requirements covering strength and protective
coverin~ do apply to the poles in question as they apply to nIl
metal structures.

261A4a
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261A3e See 260, IR 46
261A4a See also 261C5a, IR 26b
Interpretation No. 26a

261A4a

a) Vertical and transverse loadings;
Date 0 f request is December 15, 1953.

Questio~ - 1.
Rule 261.A.4.(a) Wood Poles:
This rule states that "Wood poles shall withstand the transverse
and vertical lOClds assumed in rule 252.A and R, 1 to 4, inclusive.

Does this mean that the calculations of the class of poles
required for a given tangent section of line must ~e based on:
a. Using the resultant of the transverse and the vertical
conductor loads and assnming that this resUITant load acts at
right angles to the axis of the pole? or
b. Using only the transverse conductor loads acting at right
angles to the axis of the pole?
Answer - As worded, Rule 26lA4(a) requires that the
allowa0re-5tress given in Table 20 applies as regards the
resultant of the transverse and vertical stresses. The transverse load is almost always greatly 1n excess of the vertical
load and the vector sum of the two stresses acting at rir,ht
angles to each other will usually not be much in excess of the
transverse stress. As a practical matter, therefore, the intent
of the code requirements will usually be met if the vertical and
transverse stresses are considered separately, the transverse
load, of course, acting at right an~les to the direction of
the line and the vertical load acting in the direction of the
axis of the pole. In most instances the vertical load can be
neglected, but where the vertical load is very heavy, the
resultant stress should, of course, be employed.

261A4g
Interpretation No. 68
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261A4g

Does the word "spliced" also refer to
pole top extensions? Date of request is
October 1, 1953.

Qyefition - The question concerns the title and the first
Paragrar -or-26.A.4{G) on Page 176 of Handbook H)O. The
question is does the word ·'sp1iced" also refer to pole top
extensions added to a pole in order to provide for additional
line circuit positions.
Answer - It is the Interpretation Committee's opinion that
Rule 2b"rA4Tg) refers solely to poles that are "spliced" or
"stubbed" and does not apply to the so-called "pole top
extension or fixture." Any question involving the use of such
pole top extensions or fixtures must be determined on the
basis of the conductors attached to or supported by such
extensions, the loading on these conductors, and the strength
required to meet the assumed loadings with appropriate safety
factors.

261C5a

See also 261A4a IR 26a

261C5a

Interpretation No. 2Gb
2.

Rule 26l.C.5.(a)
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261C5a

b) Strength requirements for dead-end
and transverse guys.

Stren~th

of Guys:

Please explai.n why the maximum allowable percenta~e of the ultimate stren~th of guys (Grade B, for example) is 66.67% for
deadend guys and only 37.50% for transverse guys.
Since transverse (wind) loads are of the transient nature and
dead end loads are of a permanent nature (so far as the
continuous stressing of the ~uys are concerned), why should the
factor of safety be greater for transverse than it is for dead
end guys?
The question you have raised regarding Rule 26lC5(a) is
not one of interpretation, as the intent of the code is
entirely clear. The Interpretation Committee feels that
questions concerning the reasons for establishinr, specific
val~es in the code is not within their scope. The Interpretatlon Committee, therefore, offers no reply to this question.

261D5
Interpretation No •

272

261D5

..a -

Double crossarm over railroad tracks in
suspension insulator type of
construction" Date of request is August
25. 1950"
Questio~ - Is it the intent of Rule 26lD5 to require a
double cross~rm on construction"where suspension type insulators
are used on a cro~sing over railroad tracks.

An~ - Double crossarms are not required at crossin~s
where suspension insulators are used, provided the single
crossarm meets all strength requirements.

261F2
Interpretation No. 61

261F2

273

Grade B construction, conductor size;
does Exception 2 apply to railroad
crossings? Date 0 f request is July 16,
1952.

Question - Would appreciate <'1 decision by the Commi ttee on
InterpretatIons concerning certnin rules of the National
Electrical Snfety Code, which apply to power line crossings
over railroad tracks.
The crossing in question is located in Medium L030ing
District and the single-phase l20-volt span conductors are to be
supported by a 45-foot pole on one side of trrtck and a 3S-foot
pole on the other. Length of crossing sprtn 143 feet.
Except for the size of conductors construction
requirements of the National Electrical Safety Code.
l

mec~thc

A decision by the Committee on Interpretations, on a~ove
mentioned rules, particularly as to whether Exception 2 and
Exception 3, Rule 26l-F and Rule 263-E apply to railroad
crossings, at earliest convenienc~ will be appreciated.
!..!uL~ - It is the opin:f on of the Interpretati ons
Committee that the conductor size specified in Ta~le 22 for
Grade B Construction applies where a supply service lead crosses
the tracks of ar~ilroad" Exception 2, which refers to
Rule 263··D, is no~ applicable.. Tho lat'Car r·ule refers to
Table 2a which specified minlmum sizes for s~ch service leads
in specific .:iJtuations~ Had it been intended th:lt these sizes
apply at croG:':l.~gs over railroads, this situntion \'lould ht1ve
been included in Table 2a.

261F See 233A Table 3. IR 12
261F2
274

261F2

Do words "containing steel" describe
composi te conductor or merely any wire
of such a stranded conductor? Date of
request is February 15, 1945 .
- Please refer to Rule 261, F, 2, Except jon
of Handbook H32c Ir! Exception 1 coverinp:
stranded cond~ctor at railroad crossinGs, do the words "containing ~teeJ.H describe the c'cmpo31te cor:duct,or, or merely
any individual wire of such a stranded conductor?
.Q~~tiol!_

1, on page

1~4

Ansvi~ - The wording of Rule ~61-F-2, Exception 1, \"Jould
appear to be quite clear. This wording says, "any individual
wire of such a stranded connnctor containine steel shall
be not less than Ovl inch in diameter if copper-covered and
not less than 0.115 inch in diameter if otherwise protected
or if bare."

This is intended to cover the individu~l wire and
takes care of so-called "Copperweld" wire which may be 001
inch in diameter, or bare or galvanized wire which is required
to have a minimum size of 0.115 inch.

262I2b Table 24
Interpretation

~o.

72

275

262I2b Table 24

Minimum size 0 f conductors in a crossing
span of 215 feet over a railroad track.
Date 0 f request is May 31, 1955.

Question - It is requested thnt we be furnished with your
interpretation of Rule 262-1 (2) N.E.S.C. as to minimum size of
conductors in a crossing span of 215 feet over a railroad track.
The railroad interpretation is that No.6 BWG (.203) should
be used. This has a minimum breaking stren~th of 1770 pounds.
The telephone company interpretation is that No. 12 BWG
(.109 HTL 190) can be used. This has a minimum breakinr,
strength of laOO pounds.
Also could No. 12 BWG (.109 JlTL 135) with a minimum hrea~
ing strength of 1213 pounds be used under this rule?
Answer ~~ue,to~~11etter indicates a proposed telephone
wire crossing over railroad tracks will have a span length
of 215 feet and questions the use of #6 BWG ~alv3nized steel
as the crossing span conductor. Rule 262-1-2 (b), which deals
with Grade D construction spans exceeding 150 feet in length,
simply states that the (minimum) wire sizes of Table 24 are
to be increased or the sag is to be correspondingly increased.
According to Table 24, spans of 125 to 150 feet are required
to use either #10 (.134) or #8 (.165) BWG if ~a1vanized steel
is used, depending upon whether the locality is or is not
classified as a rural district in a arid region.
The size of steel wire speoified for this kind of service
reflects an allowance of extra met~l because of the corrosive
effects of locomotive stack gases and hot cinders. It seems
clear that this must be the consideration because the strength
of copper wire size specified, for example, is approximately
one-half to two-thirds of that of steel wire size specified.
(Hard drawn #9 cOPEer has a rated hreaking stren~th of 6~1 lbS. ~
the best grade of He EWG galvanized steel has a rated brea~ing
strength of 1170 lbs - the EBB grade has a rated breaking
strength of 975 Ibs.)
The word "size" as used in Rule 262-1-2 (h) was intended
to also carry a connotation of strength since, when the wire
sizes given in Table 24 were originally agreed to many years
ago, or.ly one general type of steel wire was available for
communication service so any increased strength could only be
obtained by an increase in size. With the advent of steel
wires haVing higher breaking strengths the picture has changed
and it would appear that the use of a No. a steel conductor
having a breaking strength of 1700 to 1800 lbs. strung with
normal ra~her than increased sag would comply with this rule.
Rule 262-1-2(b) does not attempt to spell out whether the
wire size is to be increased or the sag of the wire sizes
shown in Table 24 is to be increased; either method is
accepta~leo
Presumably as long as the storm loaded tension
does not exceed 50% of the brenking strength, #g BWG galvanized
steel could be used in a 215 foot crossing, provided proper
clearance above the tracks is obtained. The extra sag
nec.es£ary 1.0 use #8 _r~..t.her than #0 BW(,~ may, ho,..ever, force the

26212b Table 24

276

26212b Table 24

use of higher poles in oraer to obtain the required clearance.
It should be noted that corrosion of a .109 wire would reduce
its strength proportion~tely more than the same amount of
corrosion of either a .168 (#8) or .203 (#6) conductor.
Because of the foregoing facts, .109 HTL 190, .109 HTL
135 or any steel wire sm~ller than No. $, re~ardless of its
ultimate strength, should not be construed as conforminr, to
the requirements of Rule 262-I-2(b) as it now stancts.
Since writin~ to you on
of May 31) regardin~ Grade D
conductors crossin~ railroad
additional information which

August 15 (in reply to your lnqulry
construction for communications
tracks, I h~ve received some
may be of interest.

With respect to the matter of limitations on storm loaded
tension, it appears that we have unwittingly made gn error.
Referrinr, to my letter of August 15, you will note a statement
to the effect that #8 BWG steel wire may be used in a 215 ft.
crossing provided the storm londed tension does not exceed
50%. The basis for the 50% fi~ure was the footnote associ~ted
with Table 23 and the fact that EEB grade steel wire was in
wide usage at the time the rules were being drawn up. Notice
that #8 Bh'G ERB steel wire has a rated breakin~ strength of
975 lbs; #9 Awn copper h~s a rated breaking strength of ~6l lbs.
Then, 975 + 661 = ln36 lbs, for an average strength of 818 lbs,
and 50% of 818 lbs is 409 Ibs.
Compare this with the avera~e pull of 408.75 lbs per
mentioned in the footnote and it seems quite reasonable.
ever, this footnote merely presents an explanation of the
for the guying requiremznts set forth in Table 23, .:}nc:i is
necessarily a good indicator of the maximum tension to be
expected in the conductors.

wire
Howbasis
not

A study of the wire sizes, sags and span lengths shows that
storm loaded tension varies considerably and exceeds 50% of
ultimate in some cases. The variation is so great, in fact, that
it is appnrent this could not have been a major factor in
establishing wire sizes, 3nd the associated limiting span
len~ths and sags.
As nearly as can be determined, it appears that the rules
governing Gr:1de D construction tried to reflect what was
deemed (at that time) good practice. This in turn resulted
in limiting the no lond t6nsion at O°F. in the heavy and
medium storm loading districts to v~lues which approximate
the fatigue endur~nce limit for copper and about 00% of
fatigue endurance limit for steel. Curiously enour-h, however.
the concept of fatigue endurance WrtS apparently unknown at the
time. The snme limitation appears at 20°F. in the sag table
for the light loading district.
Fatigue endurcnce limit of wire is generally defined a& the
unit st~ess which may be applied for an indefinitely large number
of cycles without producing a brenk. For hard drawn copper
wire this figure is gener3l1y taken as 16,000 lbs/in 2 • In the
case of steel wire lo the exact figure depends on the p:.lrticul:}r
kind of steel involvedo For mild steel, this may run from about
40 to 60% of ultimate. High strenp,th (carbon) steel wire on
the other hand, has a fatigue endurance limit of around 30% of
ultim.'lte.

26212b Table 24
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26212b Table 24

It is to be noted th3t even Grade un" power conductors
are required to meet a limitntion of o~ly 6o~ of ultimntc
under storm l03d'ing, and it seems reasonable that Grade D
communications conductors should be permitted at lcnst
the same leoway~ Actually, under the present rules, Grade
D communications conductors under specified storm loading
are stressed to 80% or more of their ultim~te strength in
some cases.
Some revision of these rules may be desirable and as you
probably know, Part 2 of the Code is now in the process of
limited revisj.on. You mDy wish to sug~est some changes in this
field ~nd in this connection since the United St~tes Independent
Telephone association is represented on the working committee,
your sugr,estions would most likely ~e presented by their
representative.

283Ala
278
263D and E See 261F, IR61
282F
See 283B4b, IR 50
283Ala
Interpretation No. 75

283Ala

Guy installators; acceptability of
fiberglass as insulating material. Date
of request is August 29, 1955.

Questio,,! - Enclosed here't:ith, you will find a circular
descriptive of our Glass-Strain insul~tor made of fiberglass.
We are writing to inqnire if rule 2a3 A-l-a would encompass
a strain insulator of our design~
Answer t~efiecestor J asks if rule 2a3A-l-a would encomp:1ss
their strain insulator which employs fiberglrtss as the insulating
material. The wording of the rule implies porcelain, either
wet process or SOlile other process which will provide a material
of equ.:lI electrical and mech~ni cal properties. Certainly the
intent of this rule is to requi.re a durflble J dependable
insulator. Wet process porcelain was, however, almost the
only aVD.il . ~rle insult'lting m:1teri,.,l wi th suitable electrical
and mechanical properties for guy insulators at the time the
Fifth Edition of the Code was prepared. We believe . n ~
insul~tor most likely meets the int~nt of the rule
Rlthou~h it is open to question as far as the prescnt wording of
this particular rule is concerned. The data in the· brocure
is convincin,r: as far as it poes, but there is no mention of wet
flnshover voltage, effects of a~ing, whether the surface may
become porous and highly-susceptibli to collecting impurities,
which when wet might seriously impair the electricC'l properties
of the insulator. These, and other pertinent questions nead to
be answered before it can be established that a fiberglass
insul "1tor is the equi v."11ent, ~etter or worse th3.n a wet
process porcelain insulntor. If it Is true that the fiber~lass
insulator is equivalent or superior to wet process porcel~in
insulator, rule 201 A provides that the administrative authority
may modify or waive the rules • • • "when equivalent or safer
construct ion C3.n he more re."ldily provided in other ways."

283B4
Interpret~cion ~o.

279
73

283B4

Grounding of guys. Date of request is
July 29, 1955.

QuestiQn - Is it necessary to m~ct all three conditions
or just any 9.!l£. of the conditions for Rule 2~~ to apply?
Will you please advise us on this.
Ans~~r - In answer to the question 3S to whether anyone
of (t~three conditions) or all three conditions stated u~der
Rule 283B-4, must be fulfilled to omit insulators in ~uys, it is
the opinion of the committee that the intent of this rule is
met by complying with anyone of the three conditions mentioned
thereunder.

283B4b
Interpret3tion No. 50
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283B4b

Guys attached to wood poles. Date of
request is May 26, 1950.

Question - Many rural distribution lines arc constructed
without guy insulators and with all guys connected to the system
neutral conductor, as permitted under Rule 2~3,E,4. The
quest,ions that now arise in regard to such Ii nes are as follows:
1.

If strain insulators are instnlled in certain fUYS for
the purpose of isolating anchors from the system neutral,
must strain insulators he installed in all guys
throughout the system in order to avoid n violation of
the N3tional Electrical Sa~ety Code? If so, what is
the defini~ion of the term "system" as used in Rule
283,B,4,(b)?

2.

Where anchors or anchor rods would otherwise ~e suhject
to electrolysis due to external dc sources or to
galvanic action as described below, does the National
Electrical Snfety Code permit the disconnection of
guyS from the system neutral where strain insulators
are not used, on wood poles? Such a practice would
seem consistent with Rule ?~2JF, "Insulating Guys
from Metal Poles."

Answer - With respect to the p~ragraph numhered 1 in your
letter:-rt"is our opinion that the installation of strain
insulators in certain guys does not require that such insulators
be used in all r,uys of a line or system, provided the guys which
do not have insulators meet the grounding requirements of
283B4.
With respect to the pnra~raph numbered 2, we do not consider
that the Code permits disconnectIon of the guy from the system
neutral, as outlined; unless it is otherwise ~dequately ~rounded
or has a strain insulator instilled in accord3nce with 2A3Bl.
This, of course) assumes a line volt~ge bet~aen 300 and 15000
volts. Rule 2~2F, in our opinion, refers only to situations
where a strain insulator would not be required hy 283Bl.

422Cl
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Interpretation No. 89X

Question --

422Cl

a)Should clearance of conductors
passing by buildings incluue swing
b)lnsulator swing consiuerations

H43

c)Sag increase; span 150 ft or 350 ft?
Date of request is August 12, 1957

Under the above Rule 422, C, 1, CLEARANCES FROM LIVE PARTS the
listing of specified operating voltages stops at 70.000 at which the
dis tanc e named is 5 ft.
Question 1.

Is it to be understood that above 70.000 volts this rule
does not require more than 5 ft clearance from live parts?

Question 2.

Would we be violating the code in specifiying that 5 ft is the
minimum clearance requirements under Rule 422, C, 2 regarding
hot line work on Transmission Lines of the 150 KV class
supported on Steel Towers?

Question 3.

Would we be violating the code in specifying that 5 ft is the
minimum clearance requirements regarding climbing inspection
of Transmission Lines of the 150 KV class supported on Steel
Towers?

Your help in interpreting the above rules and your an~wers to
the above three questions are requested in connection with the specific
work indicated in questions 2 and 3. In the event that your reply to any
or all of these questions are negative, will you please point out the
appropriate rule or rules in the code that are applicable in each case.
Answer -The Table in Rule 422, C, I, Fifth Edition of the Code
contains the same clearances as those specified in the Fourth
Edition for corres ponding situations. This goes back to about
1928 when we expect the upper voltage limit of line conductors
supported on pin-type insulators was about 70,000 volts. Above
this voltage, line conductors were likely to be supported on
suspension-type insulators that were free to swing or move, making
it more difficult to specify minimum clearance than it would be
for conductors attached to rigid supports. Under such conditions,
we think the minimum clearances should be dec ided upon by thos e
in respons ible charge as to working methods and clearances to be
obtained. We might fall back on Rule 422, E, which states that
when approaching live parts the voltages of which are in exces s of
those listed in 422, C, 1, the line should be killed. However,
in modern practice live line maintenance is done on lines operating
at voltages considerably in excess of 70 KV.

422CI
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422CI

Our answer to your Question No. lis:
This part of the Code does not spec ify the minimum "Clearance
From Live Parts I. for voltages above 70 KV other than the
general requirements that make it obligatory to observe safe
clearances under conditions that may exist, kind of equipment
used, and working methods employed.
In answer to Questions 2 and 3. The Code is not specific on
these points. Minimum Clearance from Live Parts for these
conditions and climatic conditions. and type of equipment available
for maintenance work.
These are not specific answers but you have asked questions
that cannot be answered as specifically as for lower voltage
conditions.
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IR
Request
NFSC
Rule
Subject
Number
Date
Edi tion

Del.

P art II, Sect A.

Antenna conflicts

157

(Feb 25, 74)

6th

013

Interpretation of IR 177
and IR 201(b), Rule 13 vs.
Rule 1 lOA; extension of
existing 6 ft. fence

291

(Feb 2, 81)

1977/81

013B2

Clearance required when cable
is added

292

(Feb 2, 81)

1981

92B

Grounding point on 3-wire
del ta sys tems-- corner
midpoint of one phase

104

(Dec 31, 63)

6th

92B

Number of grounds

118

(Sept 8, 65)

6th

92Bl

Use of line conductor as
grounding point in place
of common point on wye
connected secondary

234

(July 21, 78)

1977

92D

Objectionable vol tage:
neutral/ground

287

(Jan, 19, 80)

1981

92E

Grounding of Rolling Metal
Gate

253

(July 11, 79)

1977

93A, B

Grounding of transformer
tank wi th tank grounded
arrester, via a spark gap,
etc.

107

(Feb 24, 64)

6th

93C

Connection of fence grounding
conductor to fence posts

291

(Feb 2, 81)

1977181

93C1

( 1) Met hod of groundi ng
magnetic mechanical
protection
( 2) Met hod of ground i ng
nonmagnetic mechanical
protection

118

(Sept 8, 65)

6th

94A3

Steel tower and footings;
bonding requirements

259

(Nov 15, 79)

1977

94A3

Acceptability of steel wire
wrapped around reinforcing
bar cage, as grounding
electrode

263

(Jan 4, 80)

1977

94B4a

Ground required at distribution transformer

267

(Mar 20, 80)

1977

94B4b

Grounding--pole butt plates

204

(Sept 13, 77)

1977

94B6

94B6
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IR
Request
Subject
Number
Date
~
~
94B6

Acceptability as a ground
259
electrode of 20 ft of steel
wire wrapped around rebar cage

(Nov 15, 79)

1977

95A3

Does 95A3 apply only to
buildings or are steelsupporting structures
included also?

259

(Nov 15, 79)

1977

96A3

Neutral grounding ror buried
concentric neutral cable with
semiconducting sheath

196

(July 14, 77)

1977

96C

Neutral separation on
distribution transformer
poles to minimize dc flow

280

(Sept 9, 80)

1977

97A 1

(1)

Method of grounding
magnetic mechanical
protection
( 2) Met hod of ground! ng
nonmagnetic mechanical
protection

118

(Sept 8, 65)

6th

97C

Grounding of transformer
tank wi thtank grounded
arrester, via a spark gap,
etc.

107

(reb 24, 64)

6th

97C

(9) Allowable interconnection
of grounds--primary arrester,
primary neutral and secondary
neutral

118

(Sept 8, 65)

6th

97C

Neutral grounding for buried
concentric neutral cable wi th
semiconducting sheath

196

(July 14, 77)

1977

97C1( b)
and (c)

118
(1,2,3,4,7) Mechanical
protection for interconnected
(arrester and neutral) grounding
lead; allowable omission of
mechanical protection; required
nUIDber of grounding connections

(Sept 8, 65)

6th

97C1(c)

Grounded neutral; definition
of ". grounds per llile

166

(Nov 1, 74)

6th

102B

(a) Implication of retrofitting

201

(July 27, 77)

1977

110A

Height of fence

161

(May 15, 74)

6th

110A

Fence height

177

(Dec 18, 75)

6th

110A

110A
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Request
IR
Subject
Number
Date
Edi tion
Rule
110A

(b) Fence height

201

(July 27, 77)

1977

110A

Meaning to be attached
to "prevent" in connection
wi th equipment enclosures

276

(Aug 18, 80)

1977

1101

Interpretation of 1R 177
and IR 201(b), Rule 13 vs.
Rule 1101; extension of
existing 6 ft. fence

291

(Feb 2, 81)

1971181

114

Clearance of HV conductors
around circuit breakers

114

(Aug 2, 65)

6th

1141

Outside substatlon-(a) vertical clearance to
live parts
(b) definition of voltage

193

(Apr 18, 77)

5th

11411

Substation conductor
clearance to building

124

(Feb 22, 67)

6th

114Cl

Outside substaticn-(a) vertical clearance to
live parts
(b) definition of voltage

193

(Apr 18, 77)

5th

124

Clearance to energized
parts in substation

192

(Mar 24, 77)

6th

1241, Table 2

Clearance at crossing
between transmission line
and rigid bus structure

283

(Dec 8, 80)

1981

141

Defini tion of unaealed jars
and tanks

244

(Jan 17, 79)

1977

153A2

Definition of "large",
meaning of "segregated"

241

(Nov 30, 79)

1977

15381

Floor drains for transformer
installations. Meaning of
"outside the building"

240

(May 24, 79)

1977

162

Clearance at crossing
between transmission line
and rigid bus structure

283

(Dec 8, 80)

1981

165

44kV 3~ transformer bank
fuse protection

106

(Jan 6, 64)

6th

170

(a) Requirements for disconnect swi tch
(b) Energized switch blade

190

(May 23, 77)

1977

171

171
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Request
IR
Subject
Date
Rule
Edition
~
171

(a) Requirements for disconnect switch
(b) Energ~zed swi tch blade

190

(Hay 23, 77)

1977

1138

Disconnecting Provision
Acceptability

251

(Nov 2, 79)

1977

113C

(a) Requirements for disconnect switch
(b) Energized sWitch blade

190

(Hay 23, 17)

1917

200C

Clearance to buildings
and lines

158

(Dec 18, 72)

6th

201A

Clearance required for
communications conductors
over roads

195

(Hay 10, 11)

6th

2028

Reconstruction definition.
Does line vol tage change from
7.2112.5 kV to 14.4/24.9 kV
require compliance with 1911
edition.

219

(Dec 11, 17)

1971

2028

Reconstruction definition.
Does line vol tase change from
7 .2/12 • 5 kV to 14.4/24.9 kV
require compliance with 1917
Edition clearances.

220

(Jan 18, 78)

1971

2028

Definition of Reconstruction

230

(Apr 5, 18)

1971

(Feb 1, 79)

1977

2028

New Installations, Reconstruction, Extensions, Status
of EXisting Installation 1s
Cable TV Line is Added

243

20281

Heaning of "Reconstruction"

215

(Dec 12, 11)

1977

212

Intent of term "prOXimate
facilities"

194

(Hay 9, 11)

1971

214A2

Frequency of Inspection
for Service Drops

246

(Feb 5, 19)

6th/77

215C1

Grounding of supporting
structures

212

(Nov 11, 77)

1977

215C1

(a) Hagnitude limit of
ground faul t vol tage
(b) Intent of "effectively
grounded" as applied to
structure

221

(Feb 23, 18)

1977

215

215
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Request
Subject
Number
Date
~
.!l!!!
215C2

Insulator 1n down guy

236

(Aug 31, 78)

1977

216B

Load on foundation, appl1cation of overload capac1 ty
factors

216

(Dec 21, 11)

1977

22082

Clearance Requi rements for
CATV Amplifier Power Feed

255

(Oct 15, 19)

1977

Section 23

(a) Clearance between supply
conductors and signs
(b) Clearance between padmounted transformers and
gas metering equipment

111

(Sept 11, 65)

6th

230C

Heaning of "supply cables
having an effectively
grounded continuous metal
sheath, or insulated
conductors supported on and
cabled together with an
effecti vely grounded
messenger. " Spacer cable

92

(Hay 19, 61)

6th

230C

Supply cable requirements,
OR vs AND

202

(Aug 23, 17)

1977

230C

Clearance for aerial secondary 219
and service conductors wi th
an insulated neutral

(Sept 4, 80)

1911

2300

(a) Grounded
clearance to
(b) Grounded
clearance to

126

(Feb 1, 68)

6th

2318

Location of pad-mounted
equipment

258

(Nov 6, 79)

1977

23181a

Example requested

231

(Apr 6, 78)
(Apr 11, 78)

1977

232

Minimum clearance for spacer
123
cable on IHssenger under heavy
loadin, condi tions

(Mar 7, 66)

6th

232

Clearance to ground at high
conductor temperature

178

(Jan 22, 76)

6th

232A

(a) Sag--with or without
creep
(b) Clearance over cul ttvated
field

121

(Dec 13, 65)

6th

neutral
ground
neutral
bUilding

232A

232A
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~
232A

Distinction between urban
and rural

125

(Dec 23, 66)

6th

232A

Clearances applicable to
building construction site

159

(Apr 11, 74)

6th

Basic clearance--Wires above
ground; "Accessible to
pedestrians only"

165

(Aug 22, 74)

6th

232A

Clearance, CATV cable above
vacant lot

169

(Dec 12, 74)

6th

2321

Clearance to building

186

(Oct 21, 76)

6th

232A

Clearanoe required for
cOllllllunication conductors
over roads

195

(May 10, 77)

6th

2321

Clearance over snow covered

270

(June 25, 80)

1977

232A

Clearance for oversize
haulage trucks

282

(Oct 17, 80)

1977

232A

Conductor olearance;
applicability of catenary
curve considerations

290

(Jan 30, 81)

1981

232A, Table 1

(a) Crounded neutral clearance 126
to ground
(b) Spaoes and ways accessible
to pedestrians

(Feb 1, 68)

6th

2321, Table 1

Clearance of power lines
above sprinkler heads
over farm orchard

168

(Dec 11, 74)

6th

232A, Table 1

Clearance above ground in
orchard

187

(Mar 29, 77)

6th

2321, Table 1

CATV ca bl e c1 earance

206

(Sept 15, 77)

6th

232A. Table 232-1

Service Drops, clearance to
ground

223

(Feb 7, 78)

1977

~32A

232A, Table 232-1 ClearanCe over residential
driveways
2321, Table 232-1

Service drop conductors
(a) Minimum height in span
(b) Minimum height of point
of attachment

224

(Jan 26, 78)

1977

247

(Apr 3, 79)

1977

232A, Table 232-1

291
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Subject
Number
Date
Edition
Rule
232A, Table 232-1

Spaces or Ways Accessi ble
to .Pedestrians Only, Service
drop clearance

249

(Mar 23, 79)

1977

232A, Table 232-1

Effect of trees on minimum
clearances

256

(Nov 15, 79)

1977

232A, Table 232-1

Conductor Clearance for Line
Near Recreational Water Area

261

(Oct 23, 79)

1977

232A, Table 232-1

Communication cable clearance
to ground

269

(May 21, 80)

1977
1977

232A, Table 232-1 Ground clearance for service

277

(Aug 25, 80)

232A, Table 232-1

Reduced clearance to guys

292

(Feb 2, 81)

1981

232A, Table 232- 1

Clearance for sallboating

284

(Jan '3, 81)

1981

232A3

Defini tion of fixed supports

99

(Mar 14, 63)

6th

232B

Grounded neutral clearance
to ground

126

(Feb 1, 68)

6th

232B Exce pti on 2

Communication cable
addi tional clearance

292

(Feb 2, 81)

1981

232B2

Clearances--Wires on different 160
supports, voltages 50 kV; also
above ground or rails

(May 14, 74)

6th

232B2d

Transmission line clearances- 207
Meaning of "maximum conductor
temperature for which the 1 ine
is designed to operate" with
respect to designed for, but
unplanned contingencies

(Oct 3, 77)

1977

23282d( 2)

Clearance to roads; high
197
temperature transmission lines

(July 1, 77)

1977

233A, Figure 233-1

Clarification of clearance
at crossing

289

(Jan 30, 81)

1981

233A 1

Conductor clearance;
applicabill ty of catenary
curve considerations

290

(Jan 30, 81)

1981

233A3

Clearance at crossing
between transmission line
and rigid bus structure

283

(Dec 8, 80)

1981

233B

Conductor clearance from
guy of parall e 1 11 ne
structure

218

(Jan 5, 78)

1977

233Bl

233Bl
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~
233B1

Horizontal clearance under
wind loading. One or both
conductors at maximum swing
angle?

221

(Jan 25, 78)

1977

233B1

(a) Centerline spacing for
adequate clearance between
parallel lines on separate
structures

228

(Feb 28, 78)

1977

(b) Use of SWitching surge
factor in above case
233B1b

Horizontal clearance under
wind loading. One or both
conductors at maximum swing
angle?

221

(Jan 25, 78)

1977

233B2

Clearances--Wires on different 160
supports, vol tages 50 kV; also
above ground or rails

(Hay 14, 74)

6th

234

Clearance for line

158

<Dec 18, 72)

6th

234

Horizontal and Vertical
Clearances, Effect of
high temperatur-e

232

(Apr 6, 78)

1977

234

Clearance requirements for
buildings in transit

251

(July 5, 79)

1977

234, Figure 234-1

Determination of Diagonal
Clearance

260

(Nov 8, 19)

1911

234A

Conductor clearance;
applicability of catenary
curve considerations

290

(Jan 30, 81>

1981

234A 1

Final condition of a
conductor--to determine
vertical clearance--storm
loading and long term creep

112

(June 30, 64)

6th

234A3

Detenai natlon of DIagonal
Cleatance

(Nov 8, 19)

1911

234B

Clearanoe .to parallel lIn.

(Dec 1, 62)

6th

234B

Does the Exception apply to
horizontal or vertical
clearances or both?

233

(Hay 10, 18)

1911

234B1

Clearance, Une to adjacent
steel structure;
Voltage dertnltion

113

(Hay 29, 75)

6th

234C

234C
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~
234C

Clearance to conveyor structor 274

(July 25, 80)

1977

234C, Table

Clearances from buildings;
Heaning of vol tage

154

(Jan 29, 74)

6th

234C, Table

Clearances from buildings
Heaning of vol tage

156

(Oct 17, 73)

6th

234C, Table

Clearance, line to adjacent
steel structure;
Vol tage definition

173

(May 29, 75)

6th

234C, Table 234-1

Grain Bin Clearance (Building
vs. Tank); 115 kV line

248

(Mar 15, 79)

1977

234C1(a)

Clearance to building

186

(Oct 21, 76)

6th

234C4

Clearance--horizontal and
vertical-- from buildi ngs

98/98a

(Feb 21, 63)

6th

234C4

Grounded neutral clearance
to building

126

(Feb 1, 68)

6th

234C4

Clearances applicable to
bUilding construction site

159

(Apr 11, 74)

6th

234C4

Clearance to building

172

(May 21, 75)

6th

234C4

Clearance to building and
guarding

174

(Sept 29, 75)

6th

234C4(a)

Clearance to building

113

(Nov 12, 64)

6th

234C4(a)

Substation conductor
clearance to building

124

(Feb 22, 67)

6th

234C4(a)

Clearance to building

186

(Oct 21, 16)

6th

234C4(a)

Clearance to chiminey;
meaning of attachments

198

(July 12, 11)

6th

234C4a

Governing clearance to
bullding--horizontal
or vertical

238

(Sept 25, 19)

6th

234C4a

Clearance to building

265

(Mar 3, 80)

6th/11

234C4(a) 1, Table 4

Clearance of neutral to
bUilding

189

(Feb 18, 11)

6th

234C4b

Guarding Requirement
Applicability

265

(Mar 3, 80)

6th/71

23401, Table 234-2

Neutral clearance to
bridge

208

(Oct 31, 11)

1977

234El, Table 234-3

294
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~
23J1E1, Table 23J1-3

Rationale involved in
calculating basic
clearances shown in
Table 23J1-3

237

(Sept 19, 79)

1977

23J1E

Conductor Clearance to
Swimming Pool Slide

262

(Nov 12, 79)

1977

23J1F1c

Electrostatic effects

205

(Sept 3, 77>

1977

234F2c and d

Increased clearances
for long span or
sag--appl1cabllity to
horizontal clearances

203

(Aug 25, 77)

t977

235

Clearances to non-current
carrying metal parts
clearance for CATV

281

(Oct 14, 80)

1977/81

235, Table 235-3

Horizontal Clearance
between wires in a triangular
configuration

264

(Jan 21, 80)

1977

235A, Table 6

Compact transmission
) ines, status with
respect to NESC 1913
edition, especially when
jacking for hot line
maintenance is taken into
account

167

(Oct 15, 74)

6th

235A, Table 6

Clearance between
conductors in SUbstations

175

(Sept 30, 75)

6th

235A, Table 9

Clearance between line
conductors and span or
guy wires

101

(Sept 13, 63)

6th

235A3, Table 9

Clearance between line
conductors and guy of EHV
guyed tower

102

(Oct 11 and
22, 63)

6th

23581

Horizontal clearance
between line conductors.
2 circuits, 115kV & 230kV
on SaJl!e. support

(Jan 25, 18)

1911

23582

(a) Centerline spacing for
adequate clearance between
parallel lines on separate
structures
(b) Use of switching surge
factor in above case

(Feb 28, 78)

1977

228

235B3

235B3
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235B3

(a) Centerline spacing for
adequate clearance between
parallel lines on separate
structures
(b) Use of switching surge
factor in above case

228

(Feb 28, 78)

1977

235C, Table 235-5

Vertical separation of
conductors of same ci rcui t.

233

(May 10, 78)

1977

235C

Vol tage between conductors

267

(Mar 20, 80)

1977

235C

Clearance from communication
cable to tap and drip lo~p
of supply cable

288

(Jan 23, 81)

1981

235Cl, Table 235-5

Vertical clearance at
supports

209

(Oct 31, 77)

1977

235Cl, Table 235-5

Interpretation of Clearance
Measurement; Communication
to Power Conductors

242
242a

(Jan 2, 79)
(Jan 11, 79)

1977
1977

235C 1, Table 235-5

Spacing between communicati on ca bles of power and
communication utili ties,
when located below supply
lines

286

(Jan 19, 81)

1981

235C2b

Clearance in pole to
bUilding spans, between
communication and electric
supply service drops

226

(Feb 23, 78)

1977

235E

Conductor clearance frem
guy of parallel line
structure

218

(Jan 5, 78)

1977

235E

Clearance to bridle guy

229

(Mar 6, 78)

1977

235E

Clearance Requi rements for
CATV Amplifier Power Feed

255

(Oct 15, 79)

1977

235E1, Table 235-6

Clearance from line
conductors at supports
(a) Meaning of minimum
clearance
(b) Clarification of
"vol tages are between
conductors"
(c) Reason for additional
clearances on joint poles

210

(Oct 31, 77)

1977

2350

Clearance Requirements for
CATV Ampli fier Power Feed

255

(Oct 15, 79)

1977

236

236
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236

Climbing space

176

(Dec 15, 75)

6th

238

Clearance between supply
conductors, communication
and CATV ca bl es

127

(Feb 28, 68)

6th

238

Clearances to non-current
carrying metal parts
clearance for CATV

281

(Oct 14, 80)

1977/81

238 Table 11

13.8 kV distribution
clearance with horizontal
post insulators without
crossarms

115

(Aug 4, 65)

6th

238A,B; Table 283-1 (a) Is base of epoxy extension 268
arm "non-current carrying"
(b) Spacing required- between
non-current carrying parts of
adjacent supply and communication circuits

(May 8, 80)

1977

238A, Table 11

Conductor vertical spacing
wi th post insulators

110

(May 14, 64)

6th

238B, Table 238- 1

Interpretation of Clearance
Measurement; Communication
to Power Conductors

242
242a

(Jan 2, 79)
(Jan 11, 79)

1977
1977

2380

Clearance between mul tigrounded neutral and
communication service drop

93

(Apr 13, 62)

6th

2380

Clearance of Service Drop

252

(June 25, 79)

1977

2380

Clearance from communication
cable to tap and drip loop
of supply cable

288

(Jan 23, 81)

1981

238E4

Placement of communication
cable above effectively
grounded luminaires with
drip loops

105

(June 15, 64)

6th

239C

Nonmetallio pipe protection for risers

153

(Dec 17, 73)

6th

239C

(1,3,4,5,6,7>Mechanical
protection for interconnected
(arrester and neutral) grounding
lead; allowable omission of
mechanical protection; method of
grounding either magnetic or
nonmagnetic mechanical protection

(Sept 8, 65)

6th

239F

239F
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239F

Clearance of primary riser
termination from
communication cable

225

(Feb 14, 18)

1911

242

Joint use 1.2kV/communications-cable joint use poles;
insulated strand, self
supporting communications
cable

109

(Apr 24, 64)

6th

242

Grade of construction for
Conductors

212

(July 14, 80)

1971

242, Table 15

Grade B crossing spans in a
grade C supply line

111

(Hay 26, 64)

6th

242, Table 15

Definition of "constant
potential" in grades
of construction

162

(Hay 11, 64)

6th

242, Table 242-1
(Table 15)

4.8 kv ungrounded del ta,
change from grade C to B
believed inadvertent when
Footnote 7 changed

294

(Har 25, 81)

1911
(6th)

242A, Table 15
note 3

(a) Definition of "promptly
deenergized"
(b) Deflection, unbalanced
pull: should dissimilar ice
loadings be considered?
(c) Crossing of power and
communications lines

122

(Feb 11, 66)

6th

243

Grade of construction for
Conductors

212

(July 14, 80)

1971

243B

Clearance between highway
lighting standards and
transmission lines

120

(Dec 3, 65)

6th

250C

Application of extreme wind
load~ :'lg

200

(July 8, 11)

1911

251

Constant to be added to storm
loading for messenger
supported cable

103

(Nov 12, 63)

6th

251

Application of K-fact,.)rs

181

(Har 8, 16)

6th

2511

Ice loading computation on
non-circular cross-section
conductcr

266

(Har 1, 80)

1911

252

Application of K-factors

181

(Har 8, 16)

6th

252B3

252B3
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252B3

Calculation of support load
at angle in line

239

(Oct 13, 79)

1977

252Cl

Grade B crossings in Grade C
supply lines

111

(May 26, 64)

6th

260c

(b) Meaning of "other
supported facUi ties"

211

(Nov 4, 77)

1977

260C

Load on structure or
foundation; application
of overload capacity
factors

213

(Nov 26, 77)

1977

261

Overload Capaci ty Factors
for Composi te Components

245

(Feb 13, 79)

1977

261A 1

Allowable pole loading

184

(June 10, 76)

6th

261A2b

Calculation of support load
at angle in line

239

(Oct 13, 79)

1977

261A2b

Application of an overload
capacity factor of 4.0 to the
vertical load on an eccentric
loaded column

250

(Mar 27, 79)

1977

261A2b, c

Omission of fiber
stress calculation point
formerly stated in 6th
Edition, 261A4a, b

211

(Nov 4, 77>

6th

261A2d

Application of overload
capaci ty factor, unguyed
and guyed angle structures

214

(Nov 28, 77)

1977

261A3(b)

Longi tudinal strength of
towers--Grade B construction

108

(Apr 2, 64)

6th

261A4

Construction grade of line;
Effect of additional loading

180

(Feb 3, 76)

6th

261AlIa

Location of high longitudinal
strength structures with
respect to higher grade
section in line of lower
grade construction

285

(Dec 19, 80)

1981

261A4(g)

Spliced and stub pole definitions; extension at top of
pole

95

(Nov 14, 62)

6th

261A6b

261A6b
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26116b

(b) Deflection, unbalanced
pull: should dissimilar ice
loadings be considered

122

(Feb 17, 66)

6th

261B

Foundation strength for steel
pole structure

191

(Mar 23, 77)

1977

2610

Crossarm; Definition and
status of integrated
conductor support assemblies

151

(Nov 15, 73)

6th

261D3(b)(d)

Grade B crossing in Grade C
supply lines

111

(May 26, 64)

6th

26105

(c) Crossing of power and

122

(Feb 17, 66)

6th

261E3

Grade B cressing in Grade C
supply lines

111

(May 26,64)

6th

261F4

(a) Sag--with or without creep 121

(Dec 13, 65)

6th

261F4

Final condition of a
conductor--storm loading and
long term creep

112

(June 30, 64)

6th

272

Insulator electrical strength

119

(Sept 2, 65)

6th

280A 1b

Meaning of "readily climbable" 199

(July 4, 77)

1977

280A 1b

Warning signs on Tubular Steel 271
Poles

(June 13, 80)

1977

280A2(b)

Meaning of "closely latticed
poles or towers"

128

(Apr 15, 68)

6th

282B

Fiberglass rod; Acceptability
in lieu of steel

183

(May 17, 76)

6th

282C

Guy connection and placement
of insulators

217

(Dec 9, 78)
(Jan 3, 78)

1977

2820

Fiberalass rod; Acceptability
in lieu of steel

183

(May 17, 76)

6th

282£

Plastic guy guards

(Mar
(Mar
(Aug
(Aug

5, 62)
27, 62)
6, 62)
8, 62)

6th

282E

Guy guard--on guys to
ground anchors--in areas
where stock runs

(Aug 31, 65)

6th

94

116

282E

282E
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282E

Guy guat'ds; meaning of
"traffic"

179

(Feb 5, 76)

6th

282E

Guy guard; Placement on
guy in field

182

(June 1, 16)

6th

282E

Guy guards in relation to
defini tion of "guarded"

188

(June 24, 77)

6th

282H

Guy grounding; upper end
effectively grounded vs.
anchor end ground

97

(Feb 14, 63)

6th

282H

Grounding of guys

163

(May 21, 74)

6th

283A

Insulator in down guy

236

(Aug 31, 78)

1977

2838

Guy connection and placement
of insulators

217

(Dec 9, 78)
(Jan 3, 78)

1977

28381

Insulating vs. effectively
grounding guy wires

254

(Aug 29, 79)

6th/17

28382

Insulators in guys

100

(Apr 22, 63)

6th

28382b

Use of double guy insulators
in down guy; also, validity
of Discussions of 4th and
5th Editions of NESC

235

(July 27, 78)

1977

286E

Clearance to ground for
equi pment on
structures--not above a
roadway

275

(Aug 6, 80)

1977

300

Location of pad-mounted
equipment

258

(Nov 6, 79)

1977

310

Location of pad-mounted
equipment

258

(Nov 6, 79)

1977

311

Location of pad-mounted
equipment

258

(Nov 6, 79)

1977

3148

Neutral grounding for buried
concentric neutral cable
wi th semiconducting sheath

196

(July 14, 77)

1977

330

Installation of submarine
cable on islands in
connection with aids to
navigation

278

(Aug 25, 80)

1977

330D

330D
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330D

"Imediate vicini ty ot a
taul t" as applied to
damage withstanding
capablli ty ot underground
cable

332

(May 29, 74)

6th

Use ot steel-clad copper wire 273
as neutral conductor air
direct buried, bare concentric
neutral cable

(July 24, 80)

1977

3508

Neutral grounding tor
buried concentric neutral
cable with semi-conducting
sheath

196

(July 14, 77)

1977

351

Installation ot submarine
cable on islands in
connection wi th aids to
navigation

278

(Aug 25, 80)

1977

351C1

Direct buried cable near
swi_ing pool

170

(Feb 25, 75)

6th

353

Installation ot subalarine
cable on islands in
connection wi th aids to
navigation

278

(Aug 25, 80)

1977

164

3530

Cable burial dlpth

155

(Feb 5, 74)

6th

353D

Communication cable
burial depth

171

(Mar 19, 75)

6th

Section 38

Location ot pad-mounted
equipment

258

(Nov 6, 79)

1977

381G

Untenced, pad-mounted
equipment; Meaning ot
two procedures

185

(June 29, 76)

6th

Jt23C

Is t • •lna or remote
close/trip control
required it device is
otherwise rendered inoperable

293

(Apr 7, 81)

1981

NOTE:

Numbers 129 through 150 not assigned.

